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IN THE 
Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
AT RICHMOND. 
Record No. 3891 
VIRGINIA: 
In the Supreme Court of Appeals held at the Court-Library 
Building· in the City of Richmond on Monday the 7th day of 
May, 1951. 
LOUIS C. DIMOS, 
against 
it. ,v. STOWE, 
Plaintiff in Error, 
Defendant in Error. 
From the Circuit Court of Loudoun County. 
Upon the petition of Louis C. Dimos a writ of error and 
s·ztpersedeas is awarded him to a judgment rendered by the 
Circuit Court of Loudoun county on the 15th day of N ovem-
Ler, 1950, in a certain notice of motion for judgment then 
therein depending· wherein A. \V. Stowe was plaintiff and 
the said petitioner was defendant, upon the petitioner, or 
some one for him, entering into bond with sufficient security 
before the clerk of the said circuit court in the penalty of 
two thousand dollars, with condition as the law directs. 
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Virginia: 
In the Circuit Court of Loudoun County. 
A. W. Stowe, Plaintiff 
v. 
Louis C. Dimos, Defendant 
NOTICE OF MOTION FOR ,JUDGMENT. 
To : Louis C. Dimos: 
You are hereby notified that on the 13th day of February, 
1950, at ten o'clock A .. M. or as soon thereafter as it may be 
heard the undersigned will move the Circuit Court of Loudoun 
County, Virginia., at the Court Honse at Leesburg, Virginia,. 
for a judgment against you in the sum of Thirteen Hundred 
Sixty-Five Dollars ($1,365.00), plus interest from August 30,. 
1949, until paid, together with costs incident to this proceed-
ing, all of which is justly due from you to the undersigned, 
A. W. Stowe: by contract entered into with you on August 24, 
1948, for One (1) De Humatice Cooling Unit installed in your 
husiness establishment known as the New York Cafe, Middle-
burg, Virginia, on September 2-3-4th, 1948, by the said plain-
tiff at the special instance and request. of the said defendant. 
The said Plaintiff says that tlrn said defendant has not paid 
the said plaintiff the said sum of money or any part thereof, 
although requested so to do, whereby an action hath accrued 
to the said plaintiff., to have of and from the said defendant 
the sum of $1,365.00 together with interest and costs above-
<lemanded. 
·wherefore judgment will be asked at the hands of the said 
Court at the time and place hereinabove set out. 
Given under my I1ancl, this 25th day of January, 1950. 
McCORMICK & HAYES, p. q .. 
J:i,ront Royal, Virginia 
A. "\1{. STOWE 
By Counsel. 
Louis C. Dimos 'V. A. W. St{)we 
(On back) 
Filed 1/27 /50. 
• • • 
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ANS,VER OF THE DEFENDANT. 
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Now comes the defendant and for answer to the Notice of-
J\,fotion for Judgment says as follows: 
(1) That 110 is not indebted to the plaintiff in any sum 
whatsoever. 
(2) That tl1e De Humatice Cooling Unit was installed on 
trial and proved to he unsatisfactory and plaintiff was noti-
fied to that effect and was requested to remove the ·same, but 
lms neglected and failed so to do. · 
And now having· fully answered, defendant prays to be 
l1ence dismissed with his cost in this his behalf expended. 
LOUIS C. DIMOS 




Attorneys for defendant 
I hereby accept service of the within Answer. 
Given under my hand this 9th day of February, 1950~ 
:McCORMIOK & HAYES 
By: HUGH D. McCORMICK 
Filed 2/l.3th, 1950. 
page 4} 
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PLEA OF THE GENERAL ISSUE. 
Now comes the defendant, Louis C. Dimas, and says that 
he is not indebted unto the plaintiff in manner and form as 
ihe plaintiff hath coniplained, and of this he puts himself 
upon the Country. 
Filed 2/13th, 1950 . 
• • 
page 83 ~ 
LOUIS C. DIMOS 




Attorneys for Defendant 
NO. 2 .. 
The Court instrncts the jury that if you believe from the 
evidence that the De Humatic Cooling Unit was sold on trial 
and 110 definite time for the trial period was stated and fur-
ther that the defendant retained the machine for an unrea-
sonable period of time without notification to the plaintiff 
that he did not wish to accept the unit, then defendant is 
deemed to have accepted it, and the jury shall find for tlm 
plaintiff in the sum of $1,365.00, the amount sued for, with 
interest from the time of such implied acceptance. 
Ex .. 
page 84 f #3. 
H. H. 
The Court instructs the jury that if you believe from the 
evidence that :Mr. Fadelv was authorized bv :Mr. Stowe to 
make contracts on behalf of l\fr. Stowe with third persons 
and to generally represent him in llis business then he shall 
be deemed in law to be an agent; however, if on the other 
hand you believe from the evidence he did not have such au-
thority but was merely an employee i. e. he merely rendered 
Louis C. Dimos v . .A. W. Stowe 5 
mechanical services for Mr. Stowe as directed by him, then 1n 
law he is not an agent but an employee or servant. 
H.H. 
Ex. 
• • • • 
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MOTION. 
Now comes the defendant and moves to set aside the verdict 
returned by the jury in this case m1<l grounds assigns the 
following: 
(1) The verdict is contrary to tl1e evidence and is without 
evidence to support it. 
(2) The verdict is contrc.1ry to law. 
(3) The jury was improperly instmcted. Instruction No. 2 
granted over the objection of the defendant should not have 
been granted because it is a finding instruction based upon 
a partial and incomplete view of the evidence and was with-
out evidence to support it, and is contrary to the law under 
the circumstances of tl1is case, and the fact is that the in-
struction undertook to make a contract difference from the 
contract as testified to by the plaintiff in this case. 
( 4) The Court erred in granting Instruction No. 3 because 
it does not correctly state the law of ag·ency and it fails to 
instruct the jury on the theory of apparent and ostensible 
agency and was otherwi8e confusing to the jury. 
( 5) And the other errors in the granting- and refusing of 
instructions and the admission and exclusion of evidence in 
the case. 




WILBUR C. HALL, 
Leesburg, Va. 
Attorneys for Defendant 
6 Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
· I certify that on September 22, 1950, I mailed a true copy 
of the f oreg·oing pleading to each counsel of record for the 
plaintiff. 
~-,iled Sept. 22nd, 1950. 
page 88 ~ 
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CHARLES PICKETT 
WILBUH C. HALL, p. d. 
E. O.RUSSELL 
• • • 
On the 31st day of October., 1950, came again the parties, 
hy their attorneys, to be further heard on the defendant's 
motion heretofore made to set aside the -verdict returned by 
the jury in the above styled case on June 23, 1950, and having 
maturely considered of its judgment following the argument 
of counsel, the court then required the plaintiff to remit all 
interest on his recovery prior to the date of said verdict or 
else ~mbmit to a new trial, w]rnreupon said plaintiff, under 
protest, remitted said interest and accepted judgment of the 
eourt for the principal sum only, found by the verdict o'f the 
;jury, and the court thereupon oyerruled the motion of tlle de-
fendant to set aside said verdict, and it was accordingly ad-
judged and ordered that the plaintiff, A.. vY. Stowe, recover of 
the defendant, Louis C. Dirnos, the sum of One Thousand 
Three Hundred Sixty-five Dollars, ($1,365.00), with interest 
thereon from June 23, 1950, until paid, together with his 
properly taxable costs, to which action of the court the de-
fendant, by counsel, excepted. 
And the defendant having- indicated his intention to apply 
to the Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia for a writ of 
error and su.perserleas, it was furth_er ordered that execution 
on said judgment be stayed for a period of four months, pro-
vided the defendant or some one for him slmll within thirtv 
(30) days enter into bond, with approved surety, before tb·e 
Clerk of this Court, in the penalty of $1,500.00, conditioned 




~ouis C .. Dimos v. ~'" Vt. Stow-e 
(On back) 
Common Law Order #19, folio 390, Nov. 15, 1950 . 
• • • • .. 
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:N"OTICE OF APPEAL AND ASSIGNMENTS OF ERROR. 
- Now comes the defendant pursuant to Rule 5 :1, Section 4 
of the Rules of the Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia, 
and files with the Clerk of the Circuit Court of Loudoun 
County, Virginia., his N otiee of Appeal and his Assignments 
-0f Error. The Assignments of Error are as follows: 
1. The verdict of the Jury was contrary to the law and the 
evidence, and was without evidence to support it. 
2. The Court erred in refusing to grant the defendant's 
motion to set aside the verdict of the Jury -and to grant him 
:a new ttial. 
3. The Court erred m granting plaintiff's Instruction 
No. (2). 
4. The Court erred m granting· plaintiff's Instruction 
No. (3). 
\V1LBUR C. HALL, Esq. 
Leesburg, Virg;inia 
Counsel for Defendant 
LOUIS C. DIMOS, 
By Counsel 
CHARLES PICKETT, Esq. 
l,v WILBUR C. HALL 
· Fairfax Virofoia 
' 0 Counsel for Def cndant 
I certify that on November 22~ 1950, I mailed a true copy 
of the foregoing pleading to each counsel of record for the 
l)laintiff .. 
Nov. 22, 1.950. 
WILBUR. C. HALL, p. d. 
CHARLES PICKETT 
E. O. RUSSELL, 
D. C. 
& Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
A. W. Stowe .. 
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Leesburg, Virginia, 
Friday,. June 23,. 1950 
The above-entitled matter came on for hearing before the 
Honorable Hamilton Haas, Circuit Judge,. and a jury, com-
mencing at 10 :00 o'clock a. m. 
Appearances: I-IngI1 D. McCormick, ]Js·q., and Robert E. 
Hayes, Esq., Counsel for the Plaintiff; 
"\Vilbur Hall, Esq.,. and Charles Pickett,. Esq., Counsel for 
the Defendant .. 
pag-e 6' ~ 
Whereupon 
PROCEEDINGS .. 
A. W. STOVYE, 
plaintiff herein, was called as a witness on his own behalf, and 
being first duly sworn, was examined and testified as follows : 
DIRECT' EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. McCormicl{ : 
Q. Will you state your name and occupation f 
A. A. W. Stowe; plurnhing,. beating and refrigeration con-
tracting. 
Mr. Pickett: I ean 't T1ear you, sir. 
'The Witness: Plumbing and heating contractor. 
Bv Mr. McCormick: 
··Q. l\fr. Stowe, will you state to tile Court-I believe yo1t ar~ 
tfre plaintiff in this case ag·ainst Mr. Dimos, a re you not f 
A. T11at is right. 
Q. Will you state to tTle Court and jury the· exact terms of 
the contract for Hie sale of tT1is cooling unit to Mr. Dimos? 
A. This contract and agreement witl1 l\I r. Di mos was based 
on one premise, tT1at tT1e machine would produce cool airr 
cooler than the outside or inside during· normally warm 
weather or hot weather. The only question in Mr .. Dimos" 
Louis C. Dimos v. 1\.. W. Stowe 
A. W. Stowe. 
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mind, since he had apparently never seen one, was 
page 7 ~ whether it would cool; therefore, being convinced 
that it would, that it had done so in other installa-
tions, just having made one, as a matter of fact, I ~vas willing 
. to agre~, in or<ler to promote the sale, that he should try it 
for one week. It was specifically agreed, very pointedly 
agreed, among those present, whicl1 were three, Mr. Peck, Mr. 
Dimos, and myself, that the terms and conditions would be as 
follows: 
Mr. Dimos did not want to pay for it in full upon the com-
pletion of the test. He agreed, however, if it would be possi-
ble, to pay for it $365 at the end of the one-week test period-
$335, I believe-in other words, the remaining $1,000 spread 
out through ninety days following that first payment, each 
thirty days apart. It was also agreed, I believe, that there 
would be no interest during· that period in consideration of 
the extension of ninety days. All of those things were specifi-
cally and carefully laid out, discussed and agreed to. The 
installation required certain parts in the nature of duct work. 
That duct work needed, of course, to be installed permanently. 
It is not practical or possible to muke a delineation as 
to the temporary nature of the installation of duct work. 
It was, therefore, designed specifically for that job and 
made and put on tho job and installed. The require-
ments of the unit arc such that water aii.d electricitv are also 
needed, because we had ag·rce<l t1iat it would he possible, if 
it did not do it, to take it out. We so explained to 
page 8 ~ Mr. Dimos, that we would not ask him for a decision 
as to where the electric line was to go, or the water 
line. wr e only asked permission for a temporary hookup for 
those two items, and those tvrn, gentlemen, are the only paTt 
of it that is temporary. Tbe line was connected in a lavatory, 
I think, the cold-water side of a lavatory-not very far from 
it-and taken up through a skylig·bt. The skylight was par-
tially open so that we could go throug·h in order not to damag·e 
the window, since it was possible that we would not perma-
nently install it at that point. The electric line was taken 
across the roof and down and chopped to a point :which was 
satisfactory to Mr. Dimos. At that time of the year that this 
unit was installed-the contract having been made in August 
-it was pretty hot. It took us about ten days to fabricate the 
duct and to complete the installation for actual operation. By 
that time, during that period and the end of the summer, the 
10 Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
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temperature did not g·o up very much .. There was some warm 
weather, but not much plain hot weather, such as Mr. Dimos 
was interested in controlling. In otl1er words, the beginning 
and the end of the summer is not much of· a problem to most 
commercial establishments. It is when it gets oppressively 
hot. He so informed me at the time we discussed it with him 
as to whether or· not the trial was satisfactory, and he said 
that he did not believe that it would cool in hot weather. As 
a matter of fact, prior to that, upon the first starting· up of 
the unit, a day or two later, we were there to check 
page 9 ~ it and, as a matter of fact, simply to go through it, 
I was going some place else, and the girls com-
. plained bitterly of the fact that it was too cold, that it gave 
them colds. They didn 1t like the idea of it blowing· on them. 
The solution to that was quite simple, because all installations 
of that nature required a certain amount of adjustment. They 
require balancing to satisfy any slight unforeseen condition,. 
and that balancing is accomplished by means of a grille, an 
outlet register, wl1ere the air comes into the room. It has 
deflectors which turn up or down, and also vertical deflectors, 
and an adjustment of tl10se produced an airstream which did 
not strike either the customer or the employees of the estab-
lishment, and so far as we know, that was satisfactory. We· 
had heard nothing moi·e about it. I made a. slight adjustment 
while I was there and sent tlle service man back the next day 
to complete it, .because there are ·quite a number of those· 
grilles. My point was simply to demonstrate that it could be· 
done. 
The conditions under which this unit operate are very 
simple. I believe that all of you gentlemen have experienced 
warm summertime, ·we '11 say, working in the garden, and you 
are called on to go somewhere. 
Mr. Pickett: If the Court pleases, I think he has gone way 
beyond the question. He is making a speech now. 
The Court: He has g·011e a little far. 
:Mr. :McCormick: ,,r ell, I would like to ask Mr. 
page 10 ~ .Stowe this question with respect to how it operates:: 
Bv :Mr. McCormick: 
'Q. Explain the operation of this unit. Is it a~ljustahle to 
this climate f Simply describe it. 
A. To proceed, you are pretty warm; to use an expression, 
Louis C. Dimos v. A. W. Stowe 
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you are sweating. Air from a moving car causes you to feel 
quite cool. Now, that same condition is the basic prineiple 
on which this unit operates. In other words, evaporation of 
moisture requires beat. A teakettle of 212 degrees will not 
produce steam until after you have heated it some more. 
,v ell, the heat that g·oes into that, produces the steam or evapo-
rates the water. Now, air, itself, has an ability, if it is hot or 
really at any temperature, to evaporate water. That evapo-
ration process reduces the temperature of the air, if the air 
ls brought into contact with the water, and so directed that it 
comes into tlie space to be cooled. 
The success of this unit bas been well-known and well--estab· 
lished in areas of the United States where the air is quite dry. 
There are many places, however, where the temperature and 
the amount of the moisture in the air are such that on occa-
sion the unit will not produce the maximum cooling that is 
possible if the air were continuously dry at all times as, for 
instance, it is in the west, the southwest; the ref ore, until the · 
manufacturer of this unit developed a type of control which 
would modulate or control the amount of moisture 
page 11 ~ that was admitted to the air, depending on the 
amount of moisture already in the air-for in-
stance, today, a very hot, dry day, there would be the maxi-
mum amount.; and that control is an automatic procedure with 
this unit. The success of the unit depends entirely upon that. 
-control, so far as a customer is concerned, who buys, in effect, 
cooling. .After all, that is the purpose of any machine-re-
sults. The manufacturer of this unit is the United States 
Air ,Conditioning· Corporation. The patent rights to this con-
trol are exclusive with the United States Air Conditioning 
Corporation, and tliey have been valued as high as $2 million, 
because they allow the unit to be applied in thousands and 
thousands of cases where it was not wise to put it prior to that 
time, simply because the owner would not put up with big, in-
tricate controls, to tell how much moisture was in the air, then 
run and shut it off in the unit, then turn it back on again. 
Q. Mr. Stowe, then with this control, the unit would be 
adaptable to this climate; is that right or noU 
A. It definitely is. It is so advertised by the manufacturer. 
The manufacturer is, a8 I say, a national organization. It has 
11ational reputation. It is not a fly-by-night proposition in any 
sense of the word. Frankly, until this control was explained 
to me and I had from my ovm experience had seen it operate. 
I would not agree to represent the company. I know that it 
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will. I have one in operation in the diner for the. 
page 12 t same length of time that this has been. There is 110 
question about the operation. It produces the re-
sults. It does a satisfactory job. 
Q. :Mr. Stowe, will you tell the Court just what objection,. 
if any, Mr. Dimos made upon the expiration of the trial, the 
fi:r:st week after installation 1 
A. 'rlie first objection that :Mr. Dimos: brought out was the· 
duct which I had made, that it was not stainless steel, having-
in mind the idea, I p1:'esume1 that kitchen equipment and res-
taurant equipment has some stainless steel iu it, especially 
the bar equipment behind the counter. I assume only that .. 
There was nothing said about that point in the confract, in any 
way or description. It eould have been provided at a cost of 
about six times the cost of the galvanized sheet metal, ,vhich 
is standard in any duct work. 
The objection was that it ,Yas· too cold, HO far as his girl~. 
were concerned. "'\\7 e had a dav or so before corrected that con-
dition~ and so far as we lme,~, they were satisfied. He only 
brought that up, as I understand it, at least as a contiuuance-
vf the two or three· thiug·s. that he had on his mind. T1ie big· 
point was that there hadn't been any hot weather-'' How <lo· 
I know this thing~ is going to do the job when it is hot in the· 
smmner time, when the place is full of people-I haveu 't had 
that condition .. ' ' 'rhis- was our primary concern. My thought 
was what it would cost to take it out, hring it back 
page la ~ and put it in. I said, therefore, that we would 
extend the trial period, that he was quite right, thnt 
there had not been any hot weather, and that if he chose, 
I will he glad to extend the period until such time as there was: 
I10t ,vea the r. 
Q. Mr. Stowe, is this control you spoirn of, on this particular 
nnit, which would adapt its.elf' to tlle climate-is i't on this unit,., 
tfi'e control? 
A. In other words, is it a part of the instaUationl 
·Q .. Yes·. 
A. Yes, sir; it is tllere. It was delivered. It was ready· to 
operate. It did operate for the test period, the original test 
periofT. 
Q. Did l\Ir. Dimos ever notify you to remove this cooling· 
Hnit7 
A. On August 2nd, I believe, I received a letter from him 
in aus;,.vcr to a letter that 1 had written,. in which he informecl 
Louis C. Dimos v . .A. W. Stowe 
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me that he wanted the unit 1·emoved in August, 1949. At no 
time prior did he notify me to that effect. 
Q. Did you ever send your service man to Mr. Dimos' pface 
of business to work for you and inspeet the equipment¥ 
A. Yes; in the fall of 1948. As a normal routine procedure, 
it is obvious, since this unit has water in it, since it is out in 
the weather, that it could be damaged by freezing; also, since 
there is a motor and a pan on it, it should be oiled and in-
speeted. "\Ve, normally, in one year's guarantee of 
page 14 ~ service, would send a man to take care of that situ-
ation: ,v e sent that man to disconnect the unit, 
which he did. He disconnected the water line. It is really 
quite a simple procedure but, nevertheless, the owner might 
not have known it, and we disconnected that unit, that part 
of it, drained the pan. There is au old ice-box which had a 
pan in it to catch water in it. The bottom of this is water-
tight, except for a nipple which acts like a fountain. Water 
comes up and flows over it when it g'ets too much in it, and that 
flows on the roof, and it was necessary to take that nipple out, 
so the pan would not l10ld any water and it could not freeze. 
\Ve did that. The mnn proceed from there to go to another 
installation and do the same thing. 
The Court: You sta tetl it, but I do11 't know whether I caught 
it or not. ·what was the actual date of the installation, Mr. 
Stowe, the actual <late of the original installation? 
The Witness: vVc proceeded during the first ten days in 
August, 1948. I don't recall the exact date, but we did not 
consider it complete, because u test period was to follow, and 
there was another Rhort piece of duet to be installed to the 
kitchen, which would require cutting into the wall, and we 
cannot put that on. Of course, we didn ;t make the water line 
and electricity connections in the spaces that would be out 
of the wav. 
l\ir. :McCormick: All right. 
page 15 ~ By l\I r. :McCormick: 
Q. W'hom did you send over there? 
A. Originally, there was one man in charge of a crew, 
I belieYe, of four; and I also was there during the origi- · 
nal erection of the unit. He waH more or less in charge of 
the laborers also. He went back and installed the duct with 
the help of another, made the necessary connections, con-
nected the sheet metal to the part of the building which already 
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Pxisted both in the dining-quarters and on the roof, properly 
:-.et the unit up, and supported it so that it would not damage 
the roof. (J. vVho was the service man that returned to drnin the 
pan whic.h you spoke of just nowt 
A. The same man. 
Q. vVh.at is his name? 
A. His name is Melvin Facllev. 
Q. What is his position with .. you¥ 
A. He is a workman who has an ability along several lines, 
carpentry-he can do a certain amount of masonry work, a 
very little bit of electrical work. He has quite a good deal 
of common sense and can be left alone for a longer period than 
a good many men on a job. 
Q. Is he authorized to make contracts or transact business 
for you? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. How many times did you send l\fr. Fadley to 
page 16 r Middleburg after the installation 1 
A. ,~r ell, he went there to disconnect the unit. He 
went there in the spring to reconnect it. He did not do that 
at that time, because someone in the kitchen told him that it 
would be taken care of and it wasn't necessary; that is, it 
wasn't necessary for him to do that. 
Mr. McCormick: That is all. Your witness. 
CROSS EXAl\HNATION. 
Bv Mr. Pickett: 
· Q. Mr. Stowe, when did you first become a rep1·csentative 
or distributor of this particular type of air-refrig·erator or air-
cooling unit, wl1atever you call it? 
A. I should say, approximately two weeks prior to August 
first. Q. Sir? 
A. Prior to August first, 1948. 
Q. And Mr. Peck came to see you? 
A. Yes. 
Q. To induce you to accept this agency? 
A. He came at my request. 
Q. And then he and you immediately began to go out and 
try to sell this equipment to various parties in this area 1 
A. No, sir. 
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Q. Well, then, how did it happen that you went to Mr. 
Dimos' house with Mr. Peck to sell him this unit on 
))age 17 r trial? 
A. That is quite a normal procedure in sales 
work, sir. 
Q. You had not been requested to come there, had you? 
A. Oh, no. 
Q. Then am I not correct in saying you and Mr. Peck did 
go around to sell this equipment to people? 
A. Oh, yes-excuse me, I misunderstood you. 
Q .. How many did you sell in August of that year! 
A. Two. · 
Q. When you first talked to Mr. Dimos at his home, didn't 
you tell him that you had installed ten in that area 2 
A. Not to my knowledge. · 
Q. Had you installed ten in that area? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. ·what were the other two? 
A. Mr. Dimos and lvlr.-I don't know the man's name. 
Q. Down in ]j,airf ax 1 
A. That is right. 
'Q. At Vincent's Diner? 
A. Vincent's Diner. 
Q. Was that sold on trial, too? 
A. Yes, sir. (J. The one in Fairfax? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What was your connection with the manufactmer; did 
you buy this equipment from the manufacturer? 
)Jage 18 } A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How many did you buy? 
A. Six. 
Q. Have the other four been installed? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Where are they? 
A. I have one in mv own store. The other three are in 
n warehouse in Culpepper. 
Q. Have ~ou had them since August of 1948? 
A. That is right, sir. . . . . 
Q. When was this equipment mstalled m :M:r. D1mos' cafe? 
A. During the first ten days of August, 1948. 
Q. You ai:e positive of thaU · 
A. No; I am not. 
Q. You said that, twice. 
- . ------, 
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A. You are quite right. To answer you accurately, I would 
have to go look at the work order, but the installation, I 
believet was to the point of completion right around the first 
of September. 
Q .. "\Vhy did you just tell us twice that it was. installed in th~ 
first ten days in August¥ 
A. Because I was in error. I confused August in my mind 
with something else. 
Q .. "When did you have this convetsation with Mr. Dimos 
which resulted in the installation of it 1 
page 19 ~ · A. Approximately two weeks prior to the com-
pletion of the time. I believe that a maximum time 
of three weeks elapsed between the time we first talked with 
him and the time that I felt that the installation was satis-
factory from the standpoint of trial-and-test period. 
Q. "\\7hy would you install equipment of this kind in the-
month of September, when you knew it could not be properly 
tested! 
A. Are you telling me that I knew it couldn't be tested f 
Q. "\V ouldn 't you say so f 
A. Or are you asking mo to admit that f 
Q. I am asking you to admit it. 
A. That is not so. 
Q. You think it can be tested in the month of September 2' 
A. That is right; it could have been teste<l at the time the-
unit ·was sold, because it was· hotter than the hinges, Septem-
ber or not. 
Q. Well, tlle weather was- ~mcl1 that it could not he properly 
tested, wasn't iU 
A. During the test period, it was without knowledge of 
mine that it was going· to he like that. 
Q. I am asking you ,vhether the weather conditions were 
such that it could be properly tested dul'ing that particular 
month of September, after it bad been installed 1 
A. The weather conditions were such that it 
page 20 ~ could be properly tested from a technical stand-
point-no question whatever abont that. However, 
the test was extended on· one basis, and that was that :Mr. 
Dimos asked for hotter weather than existed at that time. 
It was possible that that summer time was hotter than it ,vas 
then. There was warm weather, and it produced cold or cooler 
weather in the store. 
Q. So the test period was extended! 
A. Sir. 
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A. That is right. 
Q. To what time? · 
17 
A. To a satisfactory time to Mr. Dimos during the summer-
time. 
Q. The following summer f 
A. That is right, presuming that that would be the first time 
that it would be warm. 
Q. Was it understood between you and Mr. Dimos, when 
you had this one-week period, that he ,vas either to pay you 
during that week or else you were to remove the equipment 1 
A. It was understood that upon the completion of the test, 
that he would pay me $365. 
Q. Or that you would remove the equipment? 
A. Upon agreement. 
Q. Well, the agreement was that he didn't have to take it, 
wasn't it? 
page 21 ~ A. That is right. 
Q. Yes, sir 
A. Provided the test was satisfactory, nnd on Mr. Dimos' 
statement, the test period was extended without payment by 
mutual agreement. 
Q. To the following summer 1 
A. That is right, sir. 
Q. 'Which would be last summer, 1949 ·? 
A. I believe so. 
Q. ·what portion of the time of the year was it that you 
called there and had the conversation with the girls who com-
plained that they caught cold 1 
A. Immediately following the installation, a day or two · 
later. I have no way of knowing exactly the date. 
Q. In September t 
A. That is right. It wasn't a point at issue. It was simply 
a. conversational question, really, at that point-well, how 
do you like it, or something like that. 
Q. ·was it the temperature, the low tem11erature, they com-
plained of, or the draft they complained oft 
A. They complained of low temperature-cold. 
Q. Did you see ]\fr. Dimos on that occasion 1 
A. I don't think so; no, sir. I am not positive about that, 
but if I did not, it was the next day. 
Q. That you saw him¥ 
A. That is right. The two came very close to-
page 22 ~ gether. I do not recall whether it was the same 
day or not. He was not in the store at the time 
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this conversation took place, but I don't recall whether or not 
he came in, or whether or not I came back there the next day. 
Q. He was complaining to you at that time that the tem-
perature wasn't low enough, wasn't he 'f 
A. No, sir ; he was not. 
Q. And that he wanted hot weather to see how it would 
operate? 
A. No, sir. I beg your pardon-l1e did not complain in that 
connection. 
Q. "'What was his complaint? 
A. That it was still too cold., and that the girls complained 
about it; and I said, that is a matter of adjustment that could 
he controlled; and then when I came for payment, and pay-
ment only, he said, '''\Tell, how do I know this is going to cool 
this much in hot wcathed'' And I said, "Well, you can't 
know it if you don't believe it.'' 
Q. And ·he complained about the appearance of it, too, 
<lidn 'the? 
A. He complained that he should have had a stainless steel 
duct, without any reference to taking it out, which was not 
a part of the contract. It wasn't mentioned in the deal. 
Q. ·when you sent this service man in tbe fall 
page 23 ~ of 1948 to cut the water off and make some adjust-
ments; is that right! 
A. Yes. Further adjustments were required there, which 
T failed to mention. An advantage of that unit was that it 
did not require complete disconnection and a fan put in for 
the wintertime ventilation. The fan unit could be used for 
that purpose, hut it could not be u~ed satisfactorily during the 
wintertime unless its speed or Yolume were reduced in order 
to prevent throwing· all the heated air out of the building-. 
The requirement. in the wintertime wa.s that simply enough 
nir be supplied for ventilation, and that was a further adjust-
ment that was made. 
Q. You sent this man there in tho fall of 1948; is that right f 
A. I believe so; yes, sir. · 
Q. What his name? 
A. Melvin }.,adlev. 
Q. Is he employed by you on permanent basis or just on 
a contract basis? 
A. ·well, he g-ets paid every Saturday. 
Q. Is he bere today? 
A. Yes. sir. 
Q. Dia' you sencl Mr. Fadley again, in the spring or early 
summer of 1949., to service this equipment f 
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A. Yes, sir; to service the procedure. 
Q. Did he report back to you that Mr. Dimos 
}Jage 24 r told him he didn't want it serviced, because he 
wanted you to take it back? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. He didn't tell you that¥ 
A. No, sir. 
Q. VVha t did he tell you T 
A. He told me that somebody in the kitchen told him not 
to hook the water up and not to· bother with it; that he would 
take care of it. 
Q. ~id he tell you that he had had a talk with Mr. Dimos 1 
A. No, sir.. . 
Q. Did you send Mr. Peck anytime there in the year 1949 f 
A. As a representative of minc--no, sir. 
Q. Did he go there 1 
A. I understand, subsequently, that he stopped there on his 
wny t hrongb .. 
Q. Did be report back to you? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Did be tell you the substance of his conversation with 
Mr. Dimos? 
A. He did not report to me. 
Q. vVell, I don't know whether lie reported or not, but did 
lie communicate to you what Mr. Dimos had told him? 
A. No, sir. He did, on a later occasion, quite a good deal 
later, when I was in conversation with him about 
page 25 } something else entirely. 
Q. When was that? 
A. I couldn't tell you. 
Q. ·what did he teh you then? 
A. He said he thought J\fr. Dimos was going to buy a house 
and I mig;ht have trouble getting my money. 
Q. That is what he told you f 
A. That is right. 
Q. He seemed to think that Mr. Dimos was not financially 
all right? 
A. I don't think so. \Ve didn't think so at the time. I 
. 11ever .have thought so. That is one of the things that is not 
worrymg· me. 
Q. \Vlrnt-his crediU 
A. I say, that is one of the things that is not worrving me. 
Q. Not worrying you¥ · 
.1.\.. No, sir. It might, but it doesn't, nt the present. 
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Q. Well, then, that was a pretty far-fetched statement of 
Mr. Peck., wasn't it? 
A. I wouldn't think soi if Mr. Dimos had told him that. I 
don't know that he did, but that is what he told me. 
Q. Did he tell you Mr. Dimos told him he wanted you to 
take the equipment out,. that it was· unsatisfactory t 
A. No, sir. 
page 26 ~ Q. "\,Veil, Mr. Stowe, did you go to see Mr. DimOR"· 
during the test period of last summer to find out 
whether or not it was satisfactory or whether he wanted to 
accept it or not 1 
A. I was in his store, I think, on two different occasionsr 
He was not there. 
Q. Did you go to his house ? 
A. No. 
Q. You went to bis house when you wanted to put tl1is in: 
on trial, though,. didn ,.t you 1 
A. It seemed to be necessary. 
Q. Now, the first bill that you Bent him was your letter of 
.August 1, 1949; is tllat right-which I ,vill show you) together 
with an accompanying· statement. 
A. That is right, sir. 
Mr. Pickett: We offer this in evidence, if Your Honor 
please, as Defendant's Exhibit No. L 
(The document above referred to was thereupon markecI 
Defendant's Exhibit No. 1 for identification1 and received in 
evidence.) 
The- Witness: Your Honor, I vwuld like to amend that.. ff 
possible, in the form of a question. I did riot present a wi·it-
ten bill at the end of the first week I asked for payment,. 
verbally. Whether or not that would he considered to be a 
bill, 1 do not know. 
By Mr. Pickett: 
page 27 f ·Q. In reply, did you receive the original of this 
retterf 
A. Yes, sir. I have one exception to that; that Iias a nota-
tion on it where a word has been charnrecl. I would have to 
look at the original in order to tell yon what tlle worcling 
was .. 
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The Witness: "\Vell, the i°nk-written words is, "Accept.'' 
The other words is scratched out. 
:Mr. Hayes: That is all rig·ht, Your Honor; it must have 
been in the original, because in the typewritten copy we have, 
that is what it does say. 
Mr. Pickett: I should like to offer that in evidence as De-
fendant's Exhibit No. 2. 
(The document above referred to was thereupon marked 
Defendant's Exhibit No. :Z for identification, and received in 
evidence.) 
:Mr. Pickett: I would like permission to read it to the 
Court and jury. It is dated August 1, 1949, addressed to Mr. 
Stowe, 401 East Main Street, Front Royal, Virginia. I beg 
your pardon-there is a figure ''2" over the top of that-
.August 2nd, it must have been. (Rending:) 
"Dear Mr. Stowe: 
"Your letter of August first was very surpr1smg to me. 
You asked for payment of past-due contract for installation 
of cooling· unit, when you are well aware of the 
page 28 ~ fact that this unit was temporarily installed in my 
restaurant for trial. You nlso know that it did not 
come up to my expectations, as I told you personally last fall, 
and I presume that your Mr. Peck, the factory representa-
tive, told what I told him about two months ag·o, that I was 
not satisfied with this machine and asked him to come and 
take it away and reinstan my fan, according to the verbal 
agreement made between us three, Mr. Peck, you and myself, 
nbout a year ago. Furthermore, I informed your service man 
this spring tllat I was not going to accept the machine and 
I was looking for you to come and remove it. 
"Now, l\Ir. Stowe, I don't recall of any other contract you 
claim exists between us, other than the verbal contract above-
mentionecl, in accordance with wl1ich I am expecting you to 
come to Front Royal, remove your cooling; unit, and put back 
my fan where you found it and exactly like you found it. 
''Very truly you rs, 
LOUIS C. DI1VIOS." 
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By Mr. Pickett: 
Q. Now., this statement attached to the notice of motion 
that was served upon Mr. Dimos shows that the verbal agree-
ment was on August 24, 1948, and that the installation was 
on September 2nd, 3rd and 4th, '48. Does that correctly state 
the situation? 
A. I woulld presume that it does, since it was taken from 
the actual work records. 
page 29 ~ Q. And it is on your stationery? 
A. Ob, yes, yes; sir. 
Q. Mr. Stowe, what was your purpose, with this pending 
suit, in sending Mr. Franklin to Mr. Dimos' place of business, 
with a letter of introduction, elated June 20, of this year, just 
a couple days ago-I say, what was your purpose in doing 
that'l 
A. The purpose would be to determine whether or not Mr. 
Dimos had availed himself of the test which was required of 
him for payment. Apparently l1e had not, since he refused 
the man admittance. He let him go and see it, but he refused 
to allow him to do anything in the form of a test or a check., 
or to see what the situation was with respect to the unit.. 
Q. ·wen, you don't say that in your letter; you say that 
Ml'. Franklin has been instructed by you to hook up tbe water 
left unconnected during the winter, increase the fan-speed of 
your cooling unit so tbat it will be available for your use 
during· the summer months. 
A. vVhat else does it sav ¥ 
Q. It says he lms been instructed to make several tests so 
that proper functioning of your unit-you knew very well Mr. 
Dimos had told you last August to take this equipment out. 
You knew it was his position that he would not accept it, 
didn't you? I just read you the letter. 
A. That is right. 
page 30 ~ Q. Were you trying to improve your case here 
today by sending this man there? 
A. I wanted to get some information which seemed to be 
11ecessary, since t11ere war,; no available other way of doing it. 
It seemed to be impossible to get Mr. Dimos to determine 
whether he had tested it. ,Ye on two occasions sent a man 
there for that purpose. I want to make it perfectly clear to 
the jury that so far as testing- was concerned. I stand ready 
and willing to prove my point that it was cool. 
Q. That isn't the point. You sold it to Mr. Dimos on ap-
proval, dicln 't you f 
A. No, sir. 
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Q. How did you sell it to him., then? 
A.. That the machine would produce cooling in his estab-
lislunent. (J. To his satisfaction 7 
A. No, sir. Under .no circumstances did we sell it to him 
with any type of approval; no, sir. No mechanical installa-
tion man in his right mind does that . 
. Q. You say, was it delivered to him 011 a trial basis? 
A. On the trial that it would cool, only. Everything 'else 
about it was entirely acceptable and satisfactory. No ques-
t.ions were involved. The only question, since he was un-
familiar with the operation of the unit, was whether or not it 
would produce what he wanted to buy, and that 
page 31 } was cooling. There is no question of drafts. 
Q. And if it cooled any, he had to take it; is that 
the idea? 
A. Absolutely; that is what it was sold for. 
Q. You didn't put that in writing, did you? 
A. vVe certainly discussed it with him. "\Ve did not put the 
contract in writing·, eitller. · 
Q. Now, this cooling unit., as you bave previously testified 
to, was designed for use in the arid desert sections oi the 
United States, was it not? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. It is known as a desert cooler, is it not? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. vVhat was it designed for? · 
A. This was designed for use in the Eastern Seaboard in 
r~latively high-humidity conditions for the purpose of cool-
fop; restaurants and stores and commercial establishments, 
specifically. 
Q. Dicln 't I understand you to say that it was not until you 
had this modulator demonstrated to you, that you had refused 
to represent the manufacturer because it was unsatisfactory 
in this climate? 
A. I think you misunderstand tlie point involved, pqssibly 
on purpose. The t:vpe of unit which is known as an evapora-
tive cooler has not been satisfactory in high-
page 32 ~ humidity conditions until this particular unit be-
came available, wbicl1 incorporated in it, as a part 
of its basic design, a control which caused it to be applicable 
in this area. 
Q. Did you say that you had refused to undertake to l1andle 
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this type of cooling unit, and when I say this type,. I mean 
the evaporative type 1 
A .. I said I refused to believe the man,. when he said it 
would work, until he demonstrated and proved it to me. 
Q .. Do you know that the procurement agencies of the-
United States Government1 by regulation, have prohibite(l 
the acqquisition by the Government and its agencies of this 
type of cooling unit in areas-in this area t 
Mr. Hayes: Yom· Honor, I hate to interrupt Mr. Pickett.,, 
but I object to that line of questioning, the mere fact that 
the Government rejects many things which are used every 
day in business, and I think it is immaterial and irrelevant. 
Mr. Pickett: He previously testified lww satisfactory it 
was, and the other experience. 
Mr. Hayes: The fact is that it is satisfactory to general 
business conditions. He didn't mention the United States. 
Government in any way. 
rrhe Court: I wasn't dwelling under the impression that 
there was any controversy on the quality of the equipment,. 
hut that it was merely a question as to whether or not it was. 
u sale on approval, that that was the issue, a sale on approvaL 
Mr. Pickett: ·well, the two things are so inter-
pag·e 33 ~ related, if the Court please.. Tbe unsatisfactory 
performance would be a reason for refusal to ac-
cept it, for any reason that pe saw fit. 
~[r. Hayes: If Your Honor please, that is getting into la,v_ 
J[aybe we don't agree with that point. 
The Court: I think the objection is well taken.. Objection 
sustained. 
Mr. Pickett: That is all the questions_ 
RE-DIRECT EXA:MINATION . 
.Bv Mr. McCormick: 
·Q. Mr. Stowe, is it true tilat tlie first notice· of' rejection 
you received was by this letter of August 2nd, that :Mr. 
Pickett introduced here f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. vVas Mr. Peck an agent or representativ·e of yours 1· 
A. No, sir . 
. Q. l\f r. _ Stow~, are you ,yiIIinp; to de1!1onstrate the opera-
tion of tJ:ns equipment to Hus Court and Jury to show wheH1er 
it will cool, as you said it would do I 
A .. Yes,: indeed. 
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The Court: The only issue is whether or not it is a sale on 
approval. 
· Mr. McCormick: Your Honor, it was sold on the condition 
that it would cool, and that was the basis-if i.t did 
page 34 ~ the job. That is the reason I wanted to know~ the 
reason he sold it1 on condition that it would cool 
his place of business, and if it cooled his place of business, 
the sale was completed and, therefore, that is a key issue in 
here, whether it would do the job. If it did the job, then he 
was under obligation to take it or notify him that he rejected 
it, and the time was so long· before the rejection, that be 
didu 't reject it; be never said anything about it. 
The Court: The question is simple-whether or not he 
would be willing to demonstrate it. 
!fr. McCormick: He would be willing to demonst.rate the 
operation of this equipment to the Court and jury. 
The Court: I don't see anv harm in it. The Court can 
pass on that, later. ~ 
Mr. McCormick: I asked the question. ·wm you repeat 
tho answer. 
'I1hc Witness: The answer is Yes. 
Mr. Hayes: If Your Honor please, I wonder if we could be 
heard in chambers on this point' of satisfaction. I am a bit 
eunfused as to just where the impasse seems to be, as to 
whether this would be satisfactorv to the buver or would be 
(~Onclitional to his acceptance or ;10t. Maybe I am laboring 
under a misapprehension. 
rrhe Court: Let us have a conference in chambers. The 
jury can relax for five or ten minutes. 
page 35 ~ ('\7hereupon the jurors retired from the court-. 
room; and after a short recess the following pro-
ceedings were had in the absence of the jury:) 
:Mr. Hayes: Maybe I was anticipating, but in the answer 
of the defendant, he enumerated two reasons for a feeling of 
no oblig·ation to pay; one being the unsatisfactoriness of the 
equipment, and the other was that notice of same had been 
given to the plaintiff. Now, of course, it seems to me to be a 
question of law as to what is meant if the agTeement said, '• to 
the satisfaction of the buyer." \Vhat is meant bv that? Of 
course, there is a conflict. on that, as you have heard here. 
~rhe agreement was that it would cool; that is, that it would 
do the work for which it was purclrnsed. But, still of course, 
on the other hand, we realize the defendants will have their 
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Ride of what the agreement wa.s. However, I felt that there 
was going to be an issue as to whether the piece of equipment 
did do the job for which it was sold. 
The Court: There is no defense of breach of warranty in 
1 he case, is there 1 
Mr. Pickett: No, because "1e take the position there was 
no sale. 
The Court: That is what I thought. 
Mr. McCormick: There was a sale. Title pas!=md. He 
failed to notify llim that he did reject it, until Augm,t. The 
merchandise was sold on trial, whereby the buyer 
1,age 36 ~ failed to notify the seller that he rejects it and 
doesn't want it. It is implied that he accepts it. 
lfo must do it within a reasonable time, if no time is given or 
stated. 
Mr. Pickett: Our evidence is going to be that it was given·. 
The Court: Isn't that the sole issue 1 That is what I am 
trying to narrow down the real issue of the case to . 
.Mr. Pickett: ·where would we land then, if there should 
he nn adjudication that we are wrrong and there was a sale 1 
!l111cn what happens to the implied warranty with respect to 
the purpose intended? It .really goes both ways. T really 
don't know where we are going- to land, in a situation like that. 
The Court: I didn't know that the defendant was relying 
on ihe defense of breach of warranty. I mean, if that is true, 
of course, that evidence is admissible. 
Mr. Ha.yes: Your Honor, as I say, it seems that in their 
m18wer, tl1ev say it was unsatisfactorv. 
Mr. Pickett: ·we said it w~s sold o~ approval, didn't we? 
Hr. Hall: We say it was unsatisfactorv. 
Mr. Hayes: I can't see bow that would possibly meet the 
ir~F;ue of whether or not the machine was satisfactorv to a 
rcnRonable man or not. · 
The Court: My comprehension of a sale on approval would 
be that a man could reject it simply because it waR painted 
pink instead of red or. ~Teen, or instead of blue, or 
pa~rc 37 ~ just for any whimRical reason. He would hnve a 
rig·ht to do tlrnt, if it is strictly a sale on approval; 
bnt he must reject it within a reasonable time. 
1\fr. Haves: Do von feel that is true even in Ral<?8 thnt in-
v·olve, well. thine:s s1.1eh as this-marhiner:v, d cetera? I wa·s 
n forays under th<? inmression tlrnt that would be covered bY 
the reasonable-man doctrine. where it involves purely· me-
ehanical things. I agree, certainly, wl1en you get into a suit 
of clothes, or something of that nature, then tlmt is true; but 
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I was under the impression that in sales of machinery, and 
the like, then you get down throug·hout the element of whim 
or caprice, and it was a question of whether it would do the 
J>b to the satisfaction of a reasonable man, in the position of 
that particular man. In other words, it seems to me to be-
-come more like a condition-precedent that in an ordinary con-
tractual agreement, and he would have to show an honest 
reason for the dissatisfaction, vou see. 
lVIr. Pickett: Suppose you or I were met by a salesman of 
.:a power motor, for example, and I boug·ht it and said that I 
would like to have it for approval. I kept it a reasonable 
time, then decided, ",v ell, I didn't feel like I could afford 
the expense at this time.'' I think I could return it for that 
reason. 
Mr. Hayes: Of course, you understand, I am merely going 
from the evidence that has been adduced so far. 
page 38 }- From the evidence adduced so far, there is no such 
a suggestion or such a hypothetical case as Mr. 
Pickett suggests. Here, the machine was put in with a cer-
tain stipulation, that after a certain period of time he was to 
make his first payment, and the man agreed that he would 
make this payment if, in fact, the machine cooled his place 
-0f business. 
The Court: Then the issue is whether or not it was the 
sale on approval. 
Mr. Hayes: If this is determined to be a sale on approval, 
then the question, as these g·entlcmen ]rnve pointed out, about 
11otice, et cetera, of course, would also be-
The Court: It is purely an issue for the jury to decide 
from the evidence, as to whether or not it was a sale on ap-
proval. Some of the testimony given by the plaintiff indi-
eates, possibly, that it was not a sale on approval; just ex-
actly wlmt kind of a sale it was, I am not prepared to say: but, 
at least, it is a. ma.tter for the jury to pass upon with respect 
to whether or not it was a sale-on approval, and if it was a 
:;mle on approval, I think I am rig-ht in saying that they would 
lmve the right to rescind the sale. . 
Mr. Pickett: It wouldn't be a sale, in any event. 
The Court: That is right; it wouldn't be a sale. They 
would lrnve a rig·ht to be relieved from the contract, provided 
they exercised their privile~e within a reasonable time. If 
it was a sale on approval, under the evidence intro-
page 39 ~ duced thus far, that period of ap~roval had been 
extended to another warm season. As far as I 
can g·ather, I think that is the real issue in the case, and go-
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ing into the _merits of the device really would be delving in.to 
something that hasn't been raised by the pleadings. 
Mr. Hayes: If course, Your Honor, as I say, there seems: 
to be some question-
The Court: I think., if that is true, then evidence as to the-
efficiency of the device, as well as evidence of the inefficiency,, 
would be irrelevant. 
Mr. McCormick: Your Honor, it is the plaintiff's conten-
tion that it was sold on the condition that it would cool, and 
then, of course, if it didn't cool the place, he would not have· 
to take it. By the mere fact that he never rejected it within 
a reasonable time, it is implied that he would accept it. 
The Court: That is true. If the jury should view the case-
in that light, that it was not a sale on app1·oval, but simply 
a sale with the guarantee that it would cool, and he had been 
given that indulgence of that period of time in which to de-
termine it to his own satisfaction-
Mr. Hayes: Of course, Your Hqnor, as I say, we liave to 
view what we felt the contract was, and what our client told 
us; and I thought that the contract was made with a condition-
precedent to the actual acceptance that the machine ,vould do 
that which it. had bc~n said it would do, namely, 
pag·e 40 ~ cool. And if it did not, of course, why, tllen the-
contract would be rescinded and the macl1ine taken 
out. As I recal1, a great bit of the cross examination seems to 
be directed to _whether or not tl1e macl1ine would work, whether 
or not it was adaptable for this climate, which was the rea-
son I objected to the qum;tiou, bccrmse it seemed that even 
tl1e defense was going· on the tlieory that it was a contract 
and dissatisfaction would be shown. That was why we ex-
pressed our willingness to demonstrate the operation of the 
machine. 
The ,Court: I suppose tllat you are limited in your defense 
to wbat has been filed here as an answer; but it is in effect 
grounds of defense. You say he is not indebted to the plain-
tiff in any sum and that tlle cooling unit which was installed 
on trial proved to lle nmmtisfactory. Plaintiff was notified 
to that effect and requested to remove tile same. Isn't that 
the only issue f 
l\fr. Pickett: It seems so. 
Mr. Hall: It seems so. 
The Court: TI1en ,vl1y need we go into tlic ouestion of the 
fitness or un:fit{l.ess of the mechanical plrnse of tl1c apparatus r 
Mr. McCormack: Your Honor, it is tlie plaintiff's conten-
tion tbat the basis of tlle contract ·was that it would cool. If 
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we can't show that it will cool, then, of couri::e, it hasn't done 
what he said it would do, and it was up to· the purchaser to 
.... adequately try this and test it and see whether it 
page 41 ~ would cool. If it cooled, then the sale passed; if it 
didn't cool, then he was to notify the seller that it 
wouldn't do what he said it would do, and ask him to take it 
out, which he did do in August; but after an unreasonable 
length of time. 
The Court: Then your position is that, instead of being 
a sale on approval, it was an absolute sale, but that he was 
given that period of time within which to pay for it., to per-
mit the seller to establish that it would cooH 
Mr. McCormick: That is the plaintiff's contention, that it 
was sold on that basis; that it would do the work. 
The Court: In that light, I suppose you would have~to be 
permitted any evidence to go to establish the contract; as you 
view it, as you contend that it is or that it was made, any 
evidence of intent to support the contract in the light in which' 
you say it was made. Of course, that would open up the field 
then as to whether it would cool or whether it wouldn't cool. 
Mr. Hayes: That is correct, Your Honor, and whether or 
not it was unsatisfactory. 
The Court: But the whole thing, of course, would be up to 
-I am anticipating the defense from the line of cross ex-
amination-that in the end it will be up to the jury to deter-
mine whether it is a contract on approval, that is, a sale on 
approval, or whether or not it was an absolute sale with a 
warranty. 
Mr. Pickett: Yes, sir. 
page 42 ~ Mr. Hayes: That is true, Your Honor; and that 
is one of the reasons why I just hate to be insistent; 
but let us just take, for example-suppose that is a matter 
left for the jury to determine, and they decide that the agree-
ment was a sale on the condition that it could be rescinded 
if it did not do the job for which it was adv-ertised it would 
do; and suppose at that point we have no evidence in there 
to refute the statement that the thing would not operate satis-
factorily. In other words, the only evidence would seem to 
he the defendant's statement tliat it was not satisfactorv to 
him, which, under those conditions, I am inclined to think 
would not be enough. 
The Court: If that is your aspect of the case, I think then 
it would be proper to permit evidence to show that it did 
cool. 
Mr. Hayes: In other words, we w·ould like to show that the 
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thing would cool as it was stated tliat it would do to an ordi-
nary man, and not just the w·him and caprice of an individu~l. 
lt would seem to me that the mercantile field would be put in 
jeopai-dy if the law is, that large and expensive a piece of 
eciuipment could go into a place and a man could just merely 
Hay, when it came time for payment--
The Court: It depends entirely on the corttl"act between the 
Heller and the buver. 
Mr ... Hayes: That is true. 
page 43 ~ l\Ir. Pickett: It seems to me that is g·oing to be 
the sole issue in this case. The plaintiff says one 
thing, and the defendant says another. I fail to see that the 
pHt'formance of the equipment is a matter at issue. In other 
words, the defendant says he just wanted to put this in, and 
he said you can put it in, and if he will like it, he will buy 
it; if he didn't, he wouldn't. That is what he says. 
Mr. McCormick: And the plaintiff says it will cool, and 
'on that basis it was sold, and no business 1nan would put an 
expensive piece of equipment, and go to the trouble of iu-
::;tallation....;..a... 
Mr. Hayes: I am inclined to think that, Mr. Pickett; that 
is what it is. If they believe that it was put in under the con-
dition that it would cool, then I think you get iuto a type of 
c~ontract that we havo been speaking about. That was taken 
on a conditinn that a paymei1t be made if the machine would 
,vork; if not, why the conttact would be rescinded. 
The Court: There is some indication thus far made that the 
Heller views it as a sale having been made, and that the only 
reason for the trial period~ as it is refel'ted to, was to give 
an opportunity to prove to the purcha-ser that it would cool. 
Mr. Pickett: It sec1ns to me it tesolves itself into a question 
ns·to whether or not it was a sale; that is the point. 
The Court: Even if it was a sale, viewing it in the light 
of the seller, even then the decision must have been 
page 44 ~ made within a reasonable time. 
Mr. Pickett: Yes. 
l\'f r. Ilayes: Yes; and propel' noti:fication'-'--that is correct. 
Mr. Pickett: The notice is based on a sale, and there has 
been no defense of breach of warranty, express or implied. 
l\fr. Hayes: Except the fact that you state it is unsatis-
factorv. 
1\fr. ·Pickett: Unsatisfactorv. 
Mr. Hayes: And that, most certainly, in some instances, 
could be taken as a breach of either an implied or expressed 
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warranty, if a hill of particulars were not asked for, or grounds 
of defense, rather than to pin it down any closer. 
Mr. Pickett: There is a case entitled Brown v. Austin-
lVestern Co., 111 Va. 209, which you are probably all familiar 
with, which deals with quite a similar situation. It might be 
of help. 
Mr. Hall: I think you are familiar with this old case, Judge. 
The Court: Here is the thing that bothers me, about the 
~eller's side of the case-if it wasn't a sale on approval, why 
would there have been any time given, either the first ten days, 
or until the next warm season? ·what would have been the 
reason for giving· any time? 
page 45 ~ I\fr. McCormick: He told the plaintiff it would 
cool, and he had to convince the buyer that it would 
cool. 
The Court: That is simply a warranty that it would cool, 
and that was breached as of the day of the sale, if there was 
a warranty to that effect; and I suppose there was an implied 
warranty to thnt effect, actually. 
Mr. Hayes: It is our contention in this case that notice 
wasn't given of rejection, the title passed and then, of course, 
there is a bl'each of warrantv. 
The Court: They claim that notice to reject was given, and 
you say that it wasn't given. 
Mr. McCormick: "Te say that it was given in August. 
The Court: Yon suy it was given late; they say it was given 
timely. Isn't that the whole issue in the casei 
Mr: McCormick: Then there would be the question of season. 
Plaintiff's contention was that notice was received in August, 
the first time. 
The Court: It seems to me there is no question about the 
<"ontract price, no question about the delivery or the instal-
lation; and I can't see why we have delved into whether or not 
the machine cooled. The defendant isn't even raising that 
issue. 
Mr. McCormick: They raise the issue tl1at it was unsatis-
factory. · 
The Court: That is by way of explaining why he rescinded 
or rejected, and I still say that if it was an actual 
page 46 ~ sale on approval, he would have had that right, 
whether he had a. good reason or not. That is the 
only issue the defense is raising; so why need we delve into 
the merits and efficiency of the ·operation of the machine Y 
• 
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Mr. McCormick: The plaintiff 1s point of view that it was 
sold on condition, and his is otherwise. 
The Court: They are not defending by saying that it didn't 
cool; so why do you want to take time to show that it cooled t 
It is to be assumed that it answered the purpose, unless that 
is contradicted or. put in issue. In other words, your position 
is. that you sold. this particular machine. I mean, the jury 
conld be instructed that the efficiency of the operntion of the 
machine was not a matter in issue and not a matter to be 
considered by them. The sole question for their decision is. 
whether or not it was a sale on approval and, if so, whether 
or not the defendant gave timely notice of this decision to 
reject the purchase. That is the way I vie\:v it. 
Mr. Hayes: In other words, Your Honor, you feel the ques-
tion of whether or not the man bad reasonable grounds for 
deeming it unsatisfactory would play no part at all, under the 
conditions? 
The Court: If it was a sale on approval. 
Mr. Haves: In the restatement of the law of contracts-
I don't know how much weight you will give- that as authority, 
but they cite an example with which you are prob-
page 47 ~ ably familiar, in which a man agreed to pay so 
much-I believe it was for a heating plant, or some-
thing-that if on demonstration it did not meet with his satis-
faction, why, the deal would be off. They take the position 
that even in that instance, it would not depend on the whim 
or caprice of a man, but would be the satisfaction of a reason-
able man, and that would be sufficient; and that hypothetical 
case they use is close to the situation we find ourselves in~ 
Mr. Pickett: It seems to me this case of Brown v, Austin 
in 111 Va. answe·rs the question. Throughout this case, the· 
contention on behalf of the defendant has asswned that a cbn-
tract under consideration evidenced an absolute sale; that the· 
title passed at once upon tlle· delivery of the cmshe1:-s, with a 
warranty that they would do a ce1·tain amount of work. This: 
position is not tenable. The contract ·w-as determined to be a: 
sale on trial. Where there is a sale on trial, there is no sale 
until the approval is given, either expressly or by implication,. 
1·esulting from keeping the goods beyond the time allowed for 
trial which is a reasonable time, but not expressly fixed, and 
the failure to return the goods within the- time specified for 
trial or within a reasonable time make the sale absolute. 
Mr. Hayes: That doesn't answer the question as to what 
they mean by type of approval.. 
• 
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page 48 ~ The Court: .A.re you making a distinction of sale 
on trial and sale with the representation that the 
article sold meets the satisfaction of the purchaser-I mean, 
they are two different things. I think you are right in what 
you stated. 
Mr. Hayes: In other words, Your Honor, it is certainly 
a fine distinction as to whether the dictionary definition of the 
word ''approval'' means, if I am not mistaken, to satisfy a 
person. 
The Court: But since the issue of any breach of warranty 
is not in the case, why need we take any time to delve into 
the merits of the installation or the inefficiency of the installu-
tion 1 
Mr. McCormick: The plaintiff's point of view is that it was 
sold to do a cooling job; that is what it was sold for. If the 
defendant claims he was dissatisfied with it, and the oply dis-
satisfaction he could have would be that it wouldn't cool as 
it was said to him that it would cool, that would be his point 
of dissatisfaction. "It wouldn't do the work. Therefore, 
I don't want it. Take it back.'' 
The Court: But your position is that there was a sale on 
approval. There is no sale until the approval. However, if 
the approval is so long delayed or the rejection is so long de-
layed, the law infers there is an acceptance and the sale was 
consummated. You are not going to lose your opportunity 
to present your aspect of the case, but since there 
page 49 ~ will be no issue, as I gather, as to the efficiency of 
the machine, its mechanical efficiency, and no issued 
raised as to breach of warranty, why need we be consuming 
any time to establish evidence pertaining to the efficiency of 
installation or the insufficiency of it¥ 
Mr. Hayes: In other words, we will get down to the issue 
of whethei- or not reason was given at any time. 
The Court: Whether the jury believes it was a sale on ap-
proval or whether it believes it was an outright sale. 
Mr. Pickett: If it was an outright sale, we have no defense. 
Mr. Hayes: Then, of course, any questions or any asper-
sions cast on the efficiency of the machine, of course, would 
be objectionable. 
The Court: That is right. 
('Vhereupon the jurors returned to tho courtroom and re-
sumed their places in the jury box, and the following proceed-
ings were had : ) 
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The Court: Do you want to poll the jury f 
Mr. Pickett: No, sir. . 
Mr. McCormick: That is all. 
( ·witness excused.) 
Mr. Hayes: Call Mr. Melvin S. Fadley. 
MELVIN S. FADLEY, 
<'allcd as a witness on behalf of the plaintiff, having been first 
duly sworn, was examined and testified as fol-
page 50 ~ lows : 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Hayes: 
Q. Your name is Melvin S. Fadley f 
A. That is right. 
Q. You live in vYarrenton County, Front Royal, Virginia? 
A. That is right. 
Q. You are employed by 1\fr. Stowe 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Mr. Fadley, what are your duties with Mr. St.owe! 
A. Carpenter and maintenance man. 
Q. Have you at any time .ever made a contract for Mr~ 
Stowe? 
A. I have not. 
Q. Or made a sale of any of his equipment? 
A. Not to mv recollection. 
Q. Or represented him in a business way, other than main-
tenance? 
A. No, sir. (i. ]\fr. Fadley, in the fall of 1948, I believe, did you help 
to install a cooling unit in a restaurant in Middleburg? 
A. I did. 
Q. And you are familiar, then, with the place I am talking 
about, and the piece of equipment¥ 
A. Yes. 
page 51 ~ Q. In the fall of 1948, did you lmve occasion to 
go to that restaurant to look at the piece of equip-
ment for any reason at all? 
A. I did. 
Q. Was the cooling unit in operation at that time? 
A. It was. 
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Q. By the unit, I mean, was the entire unit in operation 7 
Do you recall? 
A. Yes, sir; I would say the whole unit was in operation. 
Q. What reason did you have to go there that particular 
"lay, or why were you sent there, in other words t 
A. I was sent there to drain the water out on account of 
freezing. 
Q. And did you do thatf 
A. I did. 
Q. Did you do anything else 1 
A. I did not. 
Q. While you were there, did you have occasion to look at 
the water connections in that machine? 
A. Yes, sir. That is what I had to get the connection, to 
drain the water out, one of the connections .. 
Mr. Pickett: It seems ~o me, in view of His Honor's ruling, 
t.hat this testimony is not germane to the issues that we have 
agreed on. 
The Court: I don't know just what it might lead 
page 52} to. ,vhat do you propose to show, may I ask, Mr. 
Haves? 
:Mr. Hayes:· vYell, it may be, Your Honor, that I am still 
getting off the track a bit. I merely wanted to show, not the 
operation of the machine, but whether or not there had been 
n trial period given the machine or whether the trial period 
-could have been g·iven the machine under certain circum-
stances. 
The Court: All right, sir. 
Bv Mr. Hayes: 
· Q. Was the water-connection fastened? 
A. No. 
Q. And is the water-connection an essential part to the 
working· of the unit? 
A. Yes, sir; that is the supply line. 
Q. You then went back, I believe, to service this unit in the 
spring of 1949; is that correct? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And what did you do to it, then, if anything! 
A. I greased it and oiled it. 
Q. Did Mr. Dimos, the owner of the establishment., say any-
thing to you on that particular occasion? 
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A. Only that he would like to have the louvers adjusted, and 
also something concerning a speed-regulator. 
Q. Did Mr. Dimos give you a message to deliver to l\Ir. 
Stowe! 
A. Not to my recollection. 
page 53 ~ Q. Did you deliver a1iy message to :Mr. StoweY 
A. No, sir. 
Mr. Hayes : Your witness. 
CROSS E.t""\AMINATION. 
Bv ::Mr. Pickett : 
·Q. :Mr. Fadley, how many times have you been to Mr. 
Dimos' establishment? 
A. After the installation? 
Q. Yes, sir; after tbe installation. 
A. I don't kno,v of but two times. I know of two-three: 
times, that is. . 
Q. You have told us about two, already! 
A.. Yes, sir. 
Q. ·when were the other times¥ 
A. The other time was to pick up a ladder that was in the 
basement of the cafe. 
Q. Did yot1 ever go there to service it, an<l fail to service 
iU 
A. No; I didn't fail to service it. l oiled it and greased it. 
Q. Did yon tell Mr. Stowe that you had gone there to service 
it in the spring of 1949 and that some girl in the kitchen told 
you that Mr. Dimos was going to take care of the servicing 
of it! 
A. I don't recall~ That is, the water part of it, you meant 
Q. I don't know, sir-to service it. 
page 54 r A. I serviced it every tiine I was sent. 
Q. Then yon didn't tell Nir. Stowe that you were-
prevented from servicing it because of some ren1ark that was: 
made to you, that Mt. Ditnos was taking eare of that, him-
self'T 
A .. I can 1t rceall whether I l1ave. 
Q. Did Mr. i>imos e,1er tell you to tell Mr. Stowe to take 
out the equipment, that he didn't want it t 
A. Absolntelv not. 
Q. Do you k1;ow Mr. Dimos t· 
A. ·when I see him. 
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Mr. Pickett: That is all. 
Mr. Hayes: That is all. 
(Witness excused.) 
Mr. Hayes: We rest, Your Honor. 
The Court: Suppose we recess until one o'clock. 
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(Whereupon, at 12 :00 noon, the Court recessed, to reconvene 
at 1:00 o'clock p. m. of the same day.) 
page 55 ~ AFTERNOON SESSION. 
Mr. Picltett: May we proceed? 
The Court : Yes, sir. 
LOUIS C. DIMOS, 
2:00 p. m. , 
the defendant herein, was called as a witness on his O'Wn be-
half, and being first duly sworn, was examined and testified 
as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Pickett : 
Q. M:r. Dimos, will you please tell the jury your name? 
.A. Louis C. Dimos. 
Q. What. is your connection with the New York Cafe in the 
Town of Middleburg? 
A. I am the sole owner. 
Q. Do you operate it, also f . 
A. Yes, sir; and manager, as well; owner and operator 
Q. Where do you live Y 
A. I live in the Town of Middleburg. 
Q. Your residence is not in the place of business? 
A. It is not. 
Q. How long have you lived in Middleburg? 
A. I will be in Middleburg fifteen years, exactly, on the 
first day of December of this year. 
Q. And have you operated the cafe all of that time? 
A. All the time, successfully; part of the time 
page 56 ~ as a part owner, but most of the time as a sole 
owner. 
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Q. You bought your partner out; ± take H? 
A. That is right; but I have always beei1 in cliarge. 
Q. Will you be good enough to tell the j_m~y abou~ the visit 
that Mr. Peck and Mr. Stowe made in 1~48? Fihit of rill, 
did you know these gentlemen bef or.e they came? 
A. I did not know eithei· ond of tlierii; 
Q. Had you coihmiinicated witli therli iii any wdy 1 
A. I had not commm}icat~d with the~.in any way. 
Q. Did you lbfow they were cdilihig . to see you? 
A. I did not know tliey ,vei·e cbmiiig to see me. I was not 
expecting· them. 
Q. All right, no,~, jhst proc~Jc1. 
A. I wa.s .in my home at that time. It was after lunch. I 
earl 't tell exactly what time it was, but it must have been two., 
three o'clock-during my re~t-perioµ. I wa,s,.lying oµ ,a ha;m-
mock outside on the lawn, slispetide.cl oetween two trees but-
side of the kitchen of my home. Mr. Peck arid Mi·~ Stowe 
walked in, in the yard .<;>f .my ho:i.1s~,.apd_
1
announced and intro-
du9ed thePiselves, naturally. +hey "ikertt ahe~d a~d tolc;l me 
they liad ah hir-coiiditiohiiig tinit that _tliey thotjght I i'~otHa 
lie iiitei'esteil iri. Nlr. Peck did iliost of tlie talking. He ap-
peared to be an excellent salesman, and I knew, because he 
told me that he represented the factory. Mr. Stowe was a 
jobber. 
page 57 ~ Q. Mr. Stowe whatf . . 
A. ,v a;s a j~bber o~· a dist,ributcfr~ .rhe:y- pr,o-
ceeded t6 tell me how woiiaci'ftil itliis ui1it was; and all the 
g~~d. thin~s ~b~ut it, ~nd th~y told me I ought to buy. one of 
tliehi. .Tliis was at the tail-end of the hot season. I said to 
them, ''I have an exhaust-fan." 
Q. How is that? . . 
A. I told them I have an exbhust-f~n or. v~ntilat.or in :tny 
restaui'aiit. As a matt~r of fnc.t, I have two; one in the 
kitchen and one in the dining-room, wliich serves me pretty 
well. I didn't know anything rlooht this unit they ,,1cfre try-
ing to sell .me. I had nev.er heard anything of it; even though 
I am familiar with a standard air-conditioning unit, siich as 
General Electric, York, Carrier~ Frigidaire.,; and. I was .con-
sidering, at the time, an air-conditioner.; ahd iI told the gentle-
men that "I don't think I am interested in what vdu offer me. 
I have a fari, and it sei·ves me rideq11ately and inexpeni;;i.v~iy." 
I believe I told them, if I was p:oing to buy. an air-conditioner, 
I was going to buy an air-conditioner that .I knew sohiething 
about. They stressed the point-Mr. Peck did most of the 
Loiiis C; Dimos t~ A; W~ Sto«re 
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bllli:iiig.;.._ftlat tliis alr-conaitiohbi· #as ridt gtih1g :to cost. me 
as mu.ch as the standard air-cc:;mditioning unit. .I. call the:tri 
~tariclarci; simply because I lh1c.l\'v about tlierri-ii11d I.:k~ep res.d-
i.~? ~boul_ t};1~1;1;1 in t.he. t~a4.~.~ag~z}n.~~' ~~~ Ir~~e the~ hi.dif-
ferent plac~s <?!_ ~usiness; and I wa.~ fannhat with ~he~. They 
stressed the fact t1ia t this wlis ~fot goitig to be lis 
llage 58 ~ expensive to operat~ as tho~e other ilttits. I could 
. _ . . iiot tfo coiiyiiicea. To hrnke _a lorig stoty short; Mr. 
Pecli:, wlio, as I said oefdt~; fa. an excelletit salestnan; piiil).ted 
a _yery ittrtictive a,nd Nisj j>ictut-e to me;- h!1a botlt said to 
foe this: ""trei·y well; we wt>iiltl like to clo this.:_"-
Q. Lrn:e to do wlfoU -
.A. "~we niake tliis. tH·opositiotj t8 yott: w~ will lie per, 
f ~c~ly, ~i~li~g_ -t? i~sta_l~ t?~~ tlrl~t . hi !otl_i·. t~~ta:tl~ant, and . if 
you doti'_t_like 1t, if yot1 don't waht it; we .will .take it fotck. 
W~.,~ill let yoil ti·y it foi~ a p~ridd of-''. I. think it was a week 
~i· ten aays. '' We ,vm cohie back~ -If you like it, yo1,1 pay 
11s-yoii pay nfo.'' In othe,t wcM:1s, . ~ was g·oing. to pay Mr. 
stc:hv~ .a s~n1. p1a~ ~a~ s11.t>Vosea. to ~dve Jjeen over $11200 .. It 
w~s not $1;300, ana I dott 't .tli1ti~ 1t iVas $1;250, but it was 
i1 little o_v~t $1;200. I sthl di.an 't "\'Vant to acc~pt the situa-
ticHi, becah~e ! was figrlrhig this : I hltd El perfectly good fan 
tb~t _was .serving µie; if they ins_tall~d this thing here; it, might 
ca~se such a mix-rip atid iricoi:tvenience:. They. said to me, 
"You don't hate to wori-v ~ooiit that. All we are going to do is ta~e yoht fari out a-ha"' pi:l~ 8ur ali·-bdhUitioner in." .Ther~ 
i~ ~ little box-like Wat starias on top of the roof .. "We will 
pt1t~ oui~ 1.H#t in tliere;. if you uon 't wa)1t it, we w,ill talte our 
irriit ~:ut, aHd. pht yotir fritt B_ac}~ witliout tlny cdst o~. trou~ble 
to you.'' ·well; it was filmdst toq attNtctive to refuse; out I 
cautioned them rep~atedl~r:-1 retnethber tliat very 
page 59 f distirictly.,..--1 said, "Nb,,,, be careful -what you are 
. . . _. : ... sayi~.$·, .. ~ ,~l}l t~~P.~e(l ~o. acc
1
e~t- the proposition:" 
They sa1¢L,. ''That 1s ~11 we want you to do.. If you want it, 
keep it and pay inc; if yori clon 't ,vailt it, we :will take it out, 
and put vour faH bricJt: iri place:". I hesitated; and I was re-
luchiiH, 'Biit t fi~hfred, iii plai.n lang;bage~. that I, hhd ever.y. 
thiiig to win, rfotliing to lose. All tliP. troti.ble was their trouble, 
not mi-he. Sci I said, "Vei·y W~ll. If it is as g:ood as all thn~, 
an.d yo:u -~r.e sure that I am going· to btiy it aft~r I see it, go 
rio·ht ahead." Q. What were _the terms .of ph~ertU _ 
A. Cash. I was stipposed to if~y Mr. Stowe for tlie unit at 
the expiration of the frial peHoa, if t Bought it~ or he was 
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supposed to take the unit and put my fan back in place in 
that manner. 
Q. Did he come to collect the money at the end of the pe-
riod! 
A. No; he did not. If I remember well, the unit was in-
stalled in the early part of September, ai1d cold weather fol-
lowed. It wasn't the kind of weather that you could give an 
air-conditioner a fair test. I didn't like it from the beginning 
but, at the same time., I wanted to be fair about it. So, when 
Mr. Stowe came to my place of business a few days later, we 
might say, at the· end of the trial period, I told him that I 
didn't like it, but I wasn't too sure about it. In 
page 60 ~ reality, we didn't have the kind of weather that 
would have enabled me to give the unit a fair triaL 
Well, then he proposed to leave it there until next summer, to 
give me an opportunity to try it. I know that somebody came, 
in my absence, and did some adjustments to the louvers of 
this protruding duct, as they call it. This is the duct that 
protrudes from the ceiling, looking out of the dining-room, 
and it has some louvers there, and they adjusted them, in 
order to divert the forward blow of air kind of sidewavs. be-
cause, as it was before, the air was coming straight ahead. 
I don't remember seeing anybody during the winter. I am 
sure I didn't see anyone else during t]1e winter. In the mean-
, time-yes., there was something else they promised to do-
they promised, in addition to the duct leading into the dining-
room, they were going to put in another dnct through the 
wall leading into the kitchen, and in that way, this unit. was 
g·oing to cool the kitchen as well as the dining-room. They 
made all kinds of promises. That is the reason that I couldn't 
refuse to accept the proposition. 
Q. After vou got through the winter, did you reach any 
conclusion T -
A. I was certain, at the end of the winter, that it was definite 
in my mind that I didn't want it and, of course, I wasn't wor-
ried, because the thing was a temporary installation. This 
unit used electricity as well as water. The water supply was 
taken from the men's restroom, from the little sup-
page 61 ~ ply that brings the water to the tank of the toilet. 
They tapped that little balf-inc.h pipe to p:et tlle 
water snpply and run the pipe upwards through the skyligI1t 
to this nnit on top of the building. 
Q. After you had decided, at the end of the winter! that 
you were not going to keep it, what did you dot 
/ 
( !'. .• l' 
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' A. In the spring; the st!tvicematt came, Mr. Fadley.· :{He 
came thet~ to ser"!~e the tlnit, i.ttu1 he made his intenifo:tts 
known; and I told Mi. F\td1ey, I says, '' l doti 1t want· you· to 
~ervice the- unit; I api not going to buy it. I don't waijt ·it." 
And I presume I told him to Mth1lfy tlie rtiessage to Mi'. Stowe~ 
That ·was· und~i'staiidable. It was my ihiptes~f{jn · t1:tat Mr. 
Stowe sent him td·sertrice t11e tttiit. I told him I tlidn;t want 
it, ahd lie· didn't have to setvic~ it; that Mr. Stowe· was going 
to take if otlt.-·· In the micldlfn>f. the stiittmett:.Mr. · Pe~k, the 
factc;tyman, Nmie by; and· wanted t6 know how the·. air~con-
dHioner w.as doing. I told him, as far as· I am :concerned, it 
w_as:n 't doittg any good tttld I ~as 1iot !tding to buy it; thttt I 
didri 't-Want it. · .A'.ttd I took him around and shdwed him the 
wav it.was :installed. . ' Q. Anyway, you told him? ' · - · · . · · · 
. A. Tliat is right; and he, too, lamented the fact, and I told 
him I d~dn't.~vantJt,; anc1 he we_nt out.somew~rnt disappointed. 
The next thing· I knew; I rec~ited a letter, a letter from Mr. 
Stowe, and an invoice.· Of course, the letter has. been read 
. ~e:re., .anq we all know it, r~questirtg payment of 
page 62_ ~ this oyeMtie accoi1~Jt. · . . _ · 
l Q. That is, tho letter of August first, read het~? 
, .A.. Yes: The letter, L believe, was dttted August first. It 
was teceiv~d by me .on the second bf August, 1949. Then I got 
busy. I was expecting 1-ir. Stowe fo ~oihe and take the thing 
loi1g befoi'e_ tliat .. · _Then t g·6t busy an<) wrote him a letter, and 
told Iii~ exrtctly wltttt my letter siiy~. _ . . 
_ Q. T;hat was the lettet· ,ve put iii evidence this morning·? 
. A. Yes; the letter that was Written oil the second of August. 
!,wrote.him immedi~teiy, ·after I rece~ved tlie letter, an~ after 
I read the letter I changed that one. wotd, by p~n-arid-ink; I 
ch~nged it, and I copied if tiii the copy, too; because my mind 
was clElat of tl1e steps that ,ve1·e to be takeii. I fig·ured this 
\Vil$ going to h~ppen, and l wahted to have a cdpy of the let-
~er; ~:rid t~eµ I_ rec~ived a Ietter.'fro~: Mi·. Sto,ve, .trying to 
argue with me abou_t_it; nnd the next thing I knew, I received 
a letter frbm the firm of l\fc001·I11ick & Hayes, teqrtesting set-
tletnm;it. of this. account. I think I wrote and told them, as far 
~s I know;, I didrt 't bive 1'fr. StM\re Hnytbing. ' 
Q~ ·w· en; I think we bavc gone alortg1 that lirte fat eiioug-11. 
Now, on the occ.asichi of this iii-st visit by Mr. Std,,·e and :M:r. 
Peck, you said you w~te iying in the liamtiiock Y 
A. Lying in the hammock. 
Q. Which side of the kitc11en 1 
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A. On the lawn. The hammock was suspended 
pag·e 63 ~ between two trees and it was right outside the 
kitchen of my home. Incidentally, I am not living 
in that home now. 
Q. Where was Mrs. Dimos at the time? 
A. She was inside the kitchen, doing her chores. 
Q. Was she within hearing-distance? 
A. Yes, sir. During this conversation, she was inside the 
kitchen, not more than fifteen feet away, if it was that far. 
Q. Did she come out and participate in the conversation or 
not? 
A. She did not come out. The conversation took place be-
tween Mr. Stowe, Mr. Peck and myself, but she overheard the 
conversation. 
M1~. Pickett: You may cross-examine. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Hayes: 
Q. Mr. Dimos, I ,understand your interpretation of the 
agreement was that the unit was to be put in, and if it were 
satisfactory, then you would keep it; if it was not satisfac-
tory, then J\fr. Stowe would take it out-is that correct-at 
the end of the trial period? 
A. My interpretation is that l\Ir. Stowe agreed to put this 
unit there and leave it there for me to be the judge, and if I 
wanted it, I would have kept it, and at the end of the trial 
period I was to pay him for the unit., for the entire unit. 
Q. In other words, Mr. Stowe's statement as to 
page 64 ~ how the payment was to be made is incorrect? 
A. As far as I remember; yes. That was not my 
intention, and Mr. Stowe didn't seem to be concerned very 
much about the payment. He wasn't concerned about that. 
There wasn't any question raised about that. But I am pretty 
sure I told him, if at the end of the trial period-he was sup-
posed to come back-I was supposed to do one of two things, 
either buy the unit and pay him for it, for the ent.lre thing, 
or he was supposed to remove tho unit and replace it with mv 
exhaust fan, if I didn't want it. ., 
Q. I believe you stated that you were a bit reluctant to 
take this type of unit because you didn't-
A. Not definitely. 
Q. Is it not true, Mr. Dirnos, tliat you were most anxious 
to get this unit put in! . _ 
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Q. As a matter of fact, didn't you tell Mr. Stowe that if it 
wasn't available within one week's time, that there would be 
no point in putting it in? . 
A. I was not anxious at all. I might have said t'4{lt, in view 
of the fact that the summer was over. 
Q. Did you make that statement? 
A. I don't remember making the statement, but I could 
have made it, because there was no point in air-
page 65 ~ conditioning at the time. However, I don't remem-
ber making that statement. 
Q. At the time in the fall of 1948~ I believe it was, when 
the service man came over to service the unit and disconnect 
it for the wintertime., at that time was the cooling unit in com-
plete operation? 
A. Now, there is something I for got to mention. Some 
time after the thing was installed, and as I said before, the 
water line was leaking from the restroom, somebody went in 
there and jerked the thing out.. It was in such a place that 
'Somebody jerked the thing out, and it was thrown up on the 
roof. When the service man came in, I did not see him. What 
]1e did, I don't know. He didn't come to me. , 
Q. Mr. Dimos~ by "the thing," you mean this little pipe 
that furnished the water to make the unit cool; is that cor-
rect-is that what was broken off¥ 
A. Yes. 
Q. Was that ever fixed? 
A. No; it has never been fixed, because when the service 
man came in the spring of 1949, I told him I didn't want him 
to do anything to it-that it didn't belong to me; I didn't 
want it. 
Q. You say that has never been fixed, Mr. Dimos, and that 
was in the spring· of 1948-I beg your pardon, I mean the £all 
of 1948; now, you said-if I am mistaken, you can correct 
me-that one of the reasons you agreed to the ex-
page 66 } tension of time, although you were reluctant, was 
you wanted to give the unit a fair chance and a 
fair trial; is that correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Yet., you admit that the connection that would make the 
machine operate bas never been reconnected: is that correct? 
A. It didn't have to be reconnected. That was during the 
winter, and the usual tlling £or that unit is not to be connected 
to the water in the wintertime. I made my mind up, during 
that time, that I didn ,t want it. 
. ,: 
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~ · Q. -I-agree with yon, sir; but right today, it still is not con-
Iiect~d·, l if it f · 
A: ff'is · not' ctltltiected. 
i; Q·. ·s·o, ·in bther. words, your statement- about giving it a 
fa~r test more or less amotmted to·just ·att exprassion, becaus(} 
th~re ·could be no possibility of givlitg it. a fair t~st it the urtit 
couldn '-t operate,. because of tlisccinn~cWn1 ;1 is that ctn·re~t? 
\ A:~ ·Maybe;· I ·shoulcl say utttil I cdttld triakc np thy mincl_ 
whether'! wanted it ot not. · · 
· ·Q~· Ndw7)-it. would ttppear to his that you liad made up your-
mind in the fall of 1948! · · · · · 
A: Made.:np ruj, irtilid dttdrtg fb~ \Vhiter of 1948; 
·Q. Y oti made· tip yo~r fu.itrd 'during th~ ,vii1tei· of 1948 ¥ 
• t \.' • . A. That" is' :ri&ht. · · -· · · 
. 0 .. 
page 67 } : Q. ·Did· you· ever give any uotice df this making 
. up of youi1 mind, as yott pttt it 1 
A~ T·o whom Y Q. T~ Mi·. Stowe. · : -· . 
.A.: I didi1 't think it W~s necesstni'"~ . 
Q. Yau drdn 't think it was ne~essarv t · · · · 
1 uA.-'No; sit, because the ltnit belo11ge~d-to l\fr .. Stowe anci not 
to ,i;ne. Mr. S_towe was ~tippds~d to co~e and gM the mtJrWy 
of· g·'et· the ttttit, atid I figui·~d. it wtts bis tl~it., _it ,vas not mr 
worry. · · . ·" . , · , . · . , , 
. Q~ In other words, you figured then it vrns ttmieces~ary to 
grve -:Mr. Stowe any notice of your dissatisfaction with the 
n:niU · . 
t~.1. Yes, I' did, becaiis·e I ftgured 1h .. Stowe ,vas cdming to1 
g1t that iiJ.forthatitlrt ft-Om me. . , · · · ' · · 
'i ·Q} Then. y,ou. admit jrou never gttv:e' l\tr. Sto-,ve atiy iidtice 
o{ your dissatisfac'tion m~til this letter of- · 
:· X. 'I told Mr. Stowe, wI1eti he fifst',risited ine, that'I wrtsn 't 
n~t~tet~er: saHs~~~ ~~t, .~t the ~~~1e ti~ef-:-~~( I li!Jte . me~i.; 
tioned a few .tlnngs to h1m..;..;..;...bnt, at tl1e sattie tune; 1:f h~ was 
-w'i'11ing··to Jet it remain on approvttl ttnd'frial titttil 'next snm..: 
mer ;·1 Was willing to let it stay tbeN~, and .it ivtts Iiis own f tee-
offen~g. td 1et it stay there. · . : 1 .. · • 1 t • ) , •. . 
·' Q. B.ut you did not tell ~Ir. Stowe- to take it oo·t,. 
page 68 f _that_yo~ didn't want it?. 
_ _ A. Whe11 I first saw him 1t . 
Q. ~t~ny time .. · . · · . . · . . 
A. I di~n 't definitely ten pith to .tar~~ it ortt theti, bttt I tolcT 
the service rpan,. wl1e11 .Iie came to see it ii1 1949, tl,at it ,vas· 
_ rtdt rtecessaty fot ·him to service it, as I d1dn't want it2 tl1e 
same as I told Mr. Peck. 
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Mr. Hayes : No further questions, sir. Thank you. 
Mr. Pickett: .All right., sir. 
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The Court: May I ask this-I am not sure I understood 
Mr. Dimos to state or express what the trial period was. 
The Witness: The trial period should have been at least a 
week, possibly ten days; that, I don't remember. That was 
the trial period on which we agreed. Definitely, it was a week. 
I am not sure whether it was ten days. It was a week or ten 
davs. 
The Court: .And nothing more was said about the trial 
period? 
The Witness: Beg pardon 1 
The Court: And nothing more was said about extending 
it, you mean f 
The Witness: Not at the fir8t meeting. The period was ex-
tended after Mr. Stowe came to me at the end of the first trial 
period, and he offered to extend the trial period, inasmuch 
as I told him that I was dissatisfied. 
page 69 ~ The Court: Vil as there any fixed period of the 
extension? 
The Witness: No; it was through the following summer. 
The Court: Were those words used, '' the following sum-
mer,'' were those the words that were used by Mr. Stowe! 
The Witness: That, I don't remember. I mean, I don't 
remember the exact words; but he agreed to leave it there 
until the next hot weather. 




was called as a witness by and on behalf of tl1e defendant, and 
being first duly sworn, was examined and testified as follows : 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Hall: 
Q. Your name f 
A. Winslow Williams. 
Q. Where do you live, Mr. "Williams? 
A. In Leesburg. 
Q. What is your business? 
A. Professional photographer. 
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Q. I will ask you whether or not you took certain photo-
graphs with respect to the installation of certain air-equip-
ment in the restaurant of Mr. Louis C. Dimos in Middleburg? 
A. I did. 
page 70 ~ Q. Are those the pictures that you took 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And where was that picture taken? 
A. This was on the roof of the restaurant. 
Q. And where was this taken Y 
A. This was in the back of the restaurant. 
Mr. Hall : ,,re would like to off er those in evidence. 
Mr. McCormick: We object to the introduction of these 
photographs. When was this taken, I would like to ask? 
The Witness: It was taken last week. 
l\fr. McCormick: That is nearlv two vears after the instal-
lation. Of course, a lot of changes were made. Would Your 
Honor like to see the photographs? 
The Court: Yes. I assume they will go further into iden-
tification. I think it is proper to admit tl1em. 
Mr. Hall: They are ·just to show the temporary installa-
tion. 
Mr. McCormick: I am objecting· to tbe fact the picture was 
taken two years after the installation. 
Mr. Pickett:. We can show there has been no change. 
The Court: You can bring that out on examination. Ob-
jection overruled. 
page 71 ~ By Mr. Hall: 
Q. Mr. Williams, what is that wire there? Is 
that a cable or wire? 
A. It appeared to be an electric wire that was covered with 
rubber and went out there., and there is a little copper pipe 
that comes rig·ht up here. 
Q. In other words, that is the copper pipe there on top of 
the floorT 
A. Yes, sir. 
l\fr. Hall: I will pass it to the jury. 
Bv Mr. Hall: 
· Q. Now, is that the wire or a pipe? 
A. This is the same rubber cable that comes clown, and it 
goes into the cellar-switch-valves. It is tl1e same ·electric 
wire that is in the other photograph. 
Louis C. Dimos v. A.. W. Stowe 
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Mr. Hall: I will have them identified. 
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The Court: They don't know which one you are ref erring 
to in your examination. Mr. McCormick, rather than over-
rule your objection, I will retain consideration of your objec~ 
tion until the materiality of tl1e pictures is establishe.d. If it 
develops that they are not material, it will be so instructed 
by the Court. I don't overrule your objection complete.Jy. I 
will withhold you on your objection, actually until the ma-
teriality of the photographs is shown. 
:Mr. Hall: These will be marked ·as Defendant's 
page 72 } Exhibits 3 and 4. · 
I 
(The documents above ref·erred were marked and received 
in evidence as Defendant's Exhibits 3 and 4.) 
CROSS ~XAMINATION. 
Bv Mr. McCormick: 
· Q. Are those wires on top there-are they waterproofed? 
A. They seem to be a rubber cable about so big around (in-
dicating). 
Q. They are so wrapped, I presume, for keeping out the 
weather? 
A. They seem to be solid rubber-coated on the outside. I 
didn't examine the wires closely. I mean, I didn't pick it up 
and look at it, or anything of that sort .. 
• I : '. I 
·· Mr. McCormick: That is all. 
Mr. Pickett: In view of the objection that was made, if 
Your Honor please, I am recalling Mr. Dimos in order to 
·qualify these photographs. 
The Court: All right, sir. 
Whereupon I - 'I--•, -
\ LOUIS C. DIMOS, 
the defendant lmrein, was recalled as a witness on his own 
behalf, and having been previously duly sworn, was examined 
and testified further as follows : 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Pickett: 
11age 73} ·Q. Mr. Dimos., you have seen these photographs 
that have been offered in evidence! 
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A. I have. 
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Q. Is there any difference in the installations, as por-
trayed by those photographs, from the installations as origi-
nally made! 
A. If there is, I don't know anything about it. Nobody 
has ever touched the installation. It is identical as made. 
Q .. There have been no alterations made! 
A. With the exception of the little waterpipe that is dis-
connected now. 
Mr. Pickett: That is all .. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
Bv Mr. McCormick: 
·Q. Mr. Dimos, who pulled the waterpipc up and closed the 
transom-window Y 
A. Vlho pulled the window 1 
Q. Yes. 
A. I couldn.'t tell yon that. Evidently, someone tbat nsed 
the restroom. That, I wouldn't know. I wish I did know. 
They do a lot of things in the restroom. 
Mr. McCormick: That is all. 
(Witness excused.) 
page 7 4 ~ Whereupon 
VASILIKI DIM OS 
was called as a witness on behalf of the defendant, and being 
:first duly sworn, was examined and testified ns fallows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Pickett~ 
Q .. Please state your name f'or the record, l\fr. Dimosf 
A. I am Vasiliki Dimos-. 
Q. And you are Hie wife of Mr. Dimos, who is I1erc today'! 
A. Yes; I am. 
Q. Mrs. Dimos, do yon recall a visit tlmt was paid to l\frr 
Dimas oy Mr. Stowe and Mr. Pecf{ in August of 19481 
A. Yes; I do. I didn't Imow tlleir names at tiie time. If 
was a warm August afternoon. We bad just nniRl1ed dinner~ 
and Mr. Dimas had gone out fo tlie1 jolJ to rest in the ham-
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mock, and these two men came to the door and asked to see 
him, and I directed them to the yard, where he was resting; 
and I proceeded to do my work in the kitchen. 
Q. Did you overhear the conversation Y 
A. Yes; I could hear it, yes, because it was a rather large 
window and quite close to where they were sitting, and I was 
more or less facing them. I don't remember the man's name 
and I don't know who it was., but both of them seemed to be 
in agreement. It appeared that they hadn't made a sale, yet, 
and they were urging Mr. Dimos to give this air-
page 75 ~ conditioner a trial; they wanted to install it tem-
porarily, and let him try it out, and if he wanted 
it at the end of a certain period-I am uncertain as to what 
that period was-he could pay for it; otherwise, they would 
come in and take it out. Also, I heard my husband caution 
them, in installing it, to take care that they didn't make any 
major changes, because in case he didn't want it, he wanted 
to be sure that they would replace the fan which was already 
there, which was there at the time. They assured him that 
they didn't have to do anything that would hinder putting it 
back just as it was. That is about all I remember. That is 
about all I heard at the time. 
Mr. Pickett: Your witness. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Hayes: 
Q. Mrs. Dimos, what were you doing in the kitchen at that 
particular time, do you recall? 
A. Well, I was washing dishes, and I was very interested 
in what they had to say, because I felt that possibly an air-
conditioning thing might be an asset to the place, and I was 
very interested in what was going on. W'hen I finished wash-
ing· the dishes, they were still there and., as I say, they ap-
parently hadn't made a sale, because I sat clown by the win-
dow, and that is when I heard them urging him to put the 
thing in the place and try it out. 
Q. Mrs. Dimos, do you recall hearing or recall 
page 76 ~ what the terms of the agreement were, that was 
made between the gentlemen and your husband 1 
A. Only what I have told you, tliat if he liked it, he was 
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to keep it and pay for it, and my husband was going to pay 
for it in a lump-sum. There were no other terms that I heard 
about. 
Q. Did your husband say anything to you after they left? 
A. Yes. He said he was not in the habit of trying things 
out that didn't have a name behind them, but he said he bad 
nothing to lose in this case, that he would give it a trial, and 
if it was something that worked out, why, it would be all to 
the good. 
Q. In other words, he said, if it were something that worked 
out--in other words, meaning-
A. If it was satisfactory and did the job; yes. 
Q. If it did the job? 
A. Yes; and if he liked its performance. 
Mr. McCormick: That is all. 
( ·witness excused.) 
Whereupon 
S. P. ALEXANDER 
• I - t 
was called as a witness on behalf of the defendant, and being 
first duly sworn, was examined and testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By M:r. Hall: 
page 77 ~ Q. Your name? 
A. S. P. Alexander. 
Q. Where do you live? 
A. I live in Aldie. 
Q. You formerly lived in Middleburg T 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And your position? 
A. Sheriff. 
Q. Do you know L. C. Dimos., of Middleburg Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How long have you known him'f 
A. About fifteen vears. 
Q. Do you know his reputation¥ 
I I 
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Spence Dunbar. 
Mr. Hayes~ Objection, Your Honor, to the question. I 
don't see, this being a civil suit, that it is usual to bring in 
character-witnesses. Certainly, there has been no attempt 
to defame the character of the defendant in any way as to the 
truth or veracity. I object to the question. 
The Court: Objection overruled. 
By Mr. Hall: 
Q. Do you know his reputation for truth and veracity in 
the community in which he lives¥ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What is iU 
A. It is good. 
page 78 } Q. Would you believe him on oath in a matter 
in which he was involvedf 
A. Yes, sir. 
Mr. Hall: You may take the witness. 




t !1 ! i 
was called as a witness on behalf of the defendant, and being 
first duly sworn, was examined and testified ~s follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Hall: 
Q. Your name f 
A. Spence Dunbar. 
Q. How long, have you lived in Middleburg, Mr. Dunbar 7 
A. Four years. 
Q. What is your profession? 
A. I am an Episcopal Minister. 
Q. Do you know Louis C. Di.mos? 
A. Yes. 
Q. How long have you known him Y 
A. Since about the first week I was there. 
5·2 Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia. 
Sam L., Moyer. 
Q·. Do you know his reputation .for truth and veracity in 
the community in which he lives! 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 79 ~ Q. What is it Y 
A. Absolutely respected. 
Mr. Hayes: If Your Honor please, I don't like to press it1 
but I cannot see that truth or veracity is relevant here. It 
is a question here, Your Honor, of what a man recalls the 
terms of an agr~e~ent were, which isn't in any way impugn-
ing the character of the defendant, saying he is not telling the-
truth. It is merely a question of disagreement, Your Honor. 
The Court: Nevertheless, it is proper to introduce and 
also to consider evidence as to the general reputation for truth 
and veracity in the community in which he lives., and more 
particularly where there is a conflict of testimony. 
By Mr. Hall: 
Q. Would you believe I1im on oath in a matter in which he 
was involved Y 
A. Absolutely. 
Mr. Hall: You may take the witness. 
Mr. McCormick: No questions. 
(Witness excused.) 
Whereupon 
SAM L. MOYER 
was called as a witness on behalf of the defendant, and being 
:first duly sworn, was examined and testified as follows : 
DIRECT EXAMINATION .. 
By Mr. Hall: 
pa.ge 80 ~ Q. Your name? 
A. Sam L. ]\foyer. 
Q. Where do you live, Mr. Moyer t 
A. Middleburg .. 
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Sam, L. Moyer. 
Q. What is your business Y 
A. Dairy farmer. 
Q. Do you know Louis C. Dimos Y 
A. I do. . 
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Q. I might ask you, how long have you lived in Middleburg? 
A. Twenty-seven years. 
Q. How long have you known Mr. Dimos? 
A. Ever since he got there. 
Q. Do you know his reputation for truth and veracity in 
the community in which he lives 1 
A. I do. 
Q. What is it f 
A. Good. 
Q. Would you believe him on oath in a matter in which he 
was involved? · 
A. I certainly would. 
Mr. Hall: You may take the witness. 
Mr. Hayes: No questions. 
(Witness excused.) 
Mr. Hall: That is our case. 
Mr. McCormick: Vle rest. 
page 81 } The Court: .Any rebuttaU 
Mr. McCormick: No. 
I ' 
The Court: Gentlemen, have you instructions to submit? 
Mr. Hall: Yes, sir. 
(Whereupon the Court and counsel retired to the J udg·e 's 
Chambers, and the following proceedings were had:) 
The Court : I will entertain instructions now. We will 
take the plaintiff's first. 
Mr. Pickett: That instruction vou have there has been 
given e':er since I have been at the bar. 
Mr. Hall: I have got one l1ere on the credibility of the wit"'.' 
nesses. Is that what you give it forf I have one on the 
credibility of witnesses, alone. There is no trouble about 
that. 
The Court: Is there any objection¥ 
Mr. Hall: Judge, I think it has been approved in two or 
three cases. 
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The Court: l think it is sound. 
Mr. Hall: I do, too. That is all I want. 
The Court: The Court instructs the jury, if they believe 
Louis C. Dimos promised to pay $1,365 for a De Humatic cool-
ing unit, if on demonstration and trial the unit sold is satisfac-
tory, then Mr. Dimos' promise is interpreted as meaning he 
will pay if the unit cooled the restaurant in the manner which 
should be satisfactorv to a reasonable man in his 
page 82 ~ position. What do you gentlemen have to say 
about this? 
Mr. Pick~tt: Well, I don't think the facts in thi~ case and 
the ruling of the Court make it applicable. I think they would 
be entitled to an instruction, if the jury believed from the 
evidence that the defendant purchased a cooling unit from 
the plaintiff and agreed to pay l1im the purchase price of that 
figure, then they should find a verdict in favor of the plain-
tiff. . 
Mr. Hall: That is my view of it. 
The Court: I am inclined to think that would be a better 
construction, myself. There you eliminate the question of 
satisfaction., if the jury believes that Dimos purchased the 
installation for $1,365. However, the evidence really wouldn't· 
even support that instruction, because neither side contends 
that there was an outright purchase. The testimony of neither 
witness was that there was an outright purchase. 
Mr. McCormick: The plaintiff's contention is that the sale 
was made based upon trial. This merely explains what ''sat-
isfaction" is. In other words, you can't just be arbitrary 
about it. It must be satisfactory to a reasonable man. That 
seems to be the general law, ancl I think the evidence of the 
plaintiff, Mr. Stowe, was to the effect that there was a sale 
on a trial basis, based upon satisfaction. Of course, this ex-
plains what is meant by ''satisfaction.'' 
The Court: Do you have any Virginia authority on thaU 
Mr. McCormick: No. This is a statement of 
page 83 ~ law, in Section 265 of American Jurisprudence, 
that the owne1· must not be arbitrarily or caprici-
ouslv dissatisfied. 
Ti1e Court: There are two lines of decisions on that. That 
is the reason I asked. 
Mr. McCormick: We were unable to find it. 
Mr. Pickett: There are some Virginia cases involving 
huilding contracts and a number of cases from other jurisdic-
tions involving building contracts where the contract pro-
vides that the owner shall not be liable to a builder unless 
there is furnished the owner an architect's certificate to the 
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ieffect that the work has1 b~en completed in accordance with 
the plans and specifications and that if that certificate is not 
furnished, the owner is not liable for the work done, even 
thoug·h the architect may have acted in an arbitrary and 
eapricious manner, with the exception, of course, where there 
is collusion between the owner and the architect. There is · 
also an authority which I think one of. these gentlemen re-
ferred to this morning-I don't remember whether it is a 
Virginia case or not-where a man ordered a. suit of cl<;>thes 
and there is nothing wrong with the suit of clothes, but it>was 
to be subject to his satisfaction, and he said he didn't like it. 
The Court : 'rhe distinction there seems to be a distinction 
between cases where the commodity or Hem sold is one that 
would affect the purchaser's sensibilities of -re-
page 84 ~ finement., taste, et cetera., as compareC;l to other 
items of a mechanical nature. 
Mr. Hayes: I think that is true. I don't think anyone 
would qualify as to that distinction. 
The Court: On the other hand, the two lines of authorities 
are divided. The little opportunity I have had to look into 
it would indicate that even in a sale on approval, one can't 
reject the approval merely for some capricious whlm or no 
well-founded reason, but that he must at least be reasonable-
minded in the exercise. of his rejection or judgment of deci-
sion to reject. Others hold they don't have to show any rea-
son at all, don't have to give any reason at all for rejection. 
'Which line the Virginia decisions follow or would be likely 
to follow, I am not prepared to say. 
Mr. Pickett: It seems to me the latter view is the more 
reasonable one, because there is the very purpose of putting 
it out on approval. Suppose a salesman comes along and 
:ieaves a typewriter or adding-machine in your office for your 
approval, you have had it there for awhile, and then he comes 
hack and says he doesn't want it. 
The Court: In this particular case, anyhow, I am going to 
hold that the reason need not be shown. That, possibly, 
should be the law, anyhow, in Virginia; whether it is or not. 
I am not prepared to say right now. However, I would be in-
clined to follow that line of authority, because so 
pag·e 85 ~ many people could be easily deceived under skilled 
and high-pressure salesmanship to accept a com-
modity that they really don't want, but since the defendant 
11ere has stated he was led to believe that 11e had everything 
to gain and nothing to lo~e, tlmt it was··purely at his pleasure 
as to whether or not he accepted or rejected it., it would sub-
ject, particularly, the unsuspecting people to a lot of liability 
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that they never contemplated, by compelling them to give 
some good reason why they choose to reject. However, in 
the case at bar, if you will recall, the defendant did say this-
at least, it came out in the evidence-that he objected to the 
fact that the ducts were not of stainless steel, and that has 
certainly something to do with the matter of taste and sen-
sibility. I am inclined to pass on the instruction in the light 
of that, holding that the defendant here is not compelled to 
show any reason why he chose to reject the installation, and 
I think that the instruction should be limited purely to whether 
or not the jury believes it was a sale on approval. Even the 
plaintiff, himself, says that it was a sale on prior terms of 
some kind, though he is not quite clear as to whether or not 
it is purely,a: ·.~ale on approval within the usual, accepted 
meaning. :But.,t1e··does certainly give strong enough evidence 
to support the fact that it was a sale on trial or a sale on ap-
proval. Therefore, it would seem to me, the instruction 
might just as well be limited to whether or not the defendant 
exercised his privilege of rejecting his acceptance 
page 86 } under the sale within any reasonable time after the-
time set. 
Mr. Hayes: I just would like to point out, too, in defense-
of our position~ that we mentioned what seemed to be a sale, 
but also, in the testimony of Mr. Dimos, he seemed to think 
that the thing should be given a fair test .. To me, that woulcl 
indicate that he more or less felt his decision would be based 
on whether the unit worked or not. If I recall correctly, Mrs. 
Dimos also made the statement, something to the effect that 
she did hear the agreement, and if those conditions were-
satisfactory, she said, a cash payment will be made at the 
end of the trial period. As I understand, there are two views 
on it. I can well understand the view taken by Your Honor,. 
that unsuspecting people might be imposed upon. On tbe 
other hand, I do think, too, there is a mercantile question to 
be considered; when yon are buying heavy equipment, many 
times a company jnst conldn 't possibly make a sale unless 
they demonstrated effectively that the machinery is going to 
work, and they go to an expense to put in those things in 
order to see that thev do work. I am sure thev would be verv 
much disinclined to put in an expensive unit if they knew that 
the man would ordinarily say, "I don 1t like tI1e color of it-
take it out." 
The Court: The thought back of that, too, is that the seller 
has the power of persuasion in J1is hands to make the sale ... 
and he takes the risk. If he is willing to stand the 
page 87 f test of trial-and-satisfaction measure of the pur-
chaser, he stands that risk. On the other hand, Im 
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has an opportunity, by making the installation, of more power 
of persuasion than anybody else who doesn't have the installa-
tion, and nine times out of ten, if the contemplating purchaser 
is pleased with the installation, the man who is on the ground 
floor is going to make the sale. It seems to me that he runs 
that risk in competing for the position of persuading the pur-
chaser to buy it, and runs the risk of failing to persuade the 
purchaser to buy and getting nothing out of it and, as a mat-
ter of fact, losing the cost of the installation. 
Mr. Hayes: I am not quarreling- with Your Honor about it, 
but I say, the Statement of Contracts would take a different 
view, and they are writing new law in addition to it. 
· The Court: They don't mention any other vehicle. 
Mr. Hayes: That is taken verbatim. It says the perform-
ance and the dissatisfaction must be genuine. They give then 
an illustration in which they say a promise to pay $1,500 for 
heating a plant is made, if on demonstration the plant works 
satisfactorily. They interpret the promise to mean that it 
would be paid if the plant would be satisfactorily heated to 
a reasonable man in this position. Now, it seems to" me that 
illustration they have used is just about the very same sort 
of situation we find ourselves in. 
The Court: This is from American J urispru-
page 88 ~ dence. Some authorities take the view, if the ar-
ticle is such that the buyer ought to be satisfied 
with it, that is., if tllere are no reasonable grounds on which 
to be dissatisfied-that, apparently, is the policy reached by 
the compilers of the authority that you have cited. Another 
view, however, is that if there is no bad faith in it, and the 
buyer is honestly dissatisfied, his judgment is conclusive, ir-
respective of whether he had reasonable grounds for the dis-
satisfaction, especially where his finances, tastes and sensi-
bilities are involved. Then tl1ey go on to discuss a litt1~ bit 
about comparing a suit of clothes with a piece of machinery. 
This one, which I will mark Plaintiff's Instruction "A", has 
been refused. 
Mr. Hayes: Exception noted. 
Mr. McCormick: Exception noted. 
The Court: Is there any objection to this, the last tendered 
instruction on notice? · 
Mr. Pickett: Judge, :Mr. Hall has made some notes here. 
Mr. Hall: 1\fr. Stowe testified the test period was extended 
to the next year, which would be satisfactorv to ::M:r. Dimos. 
Now, l\fr. Stowe said that. · .. 
Mr. Hayes: What follows from that~ sir¥ 
Mr. Hall: That Mr. Dimos had the rig·ht, any time be 
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wanted., to say whether he would take it or not. He showed 
his good faith. The very day he got the bill, he got the an-
swer to the letter, the very same day. 
page 89 ~ Mr. Hayes : It seems to me he ought to have a 
reasonable time-limit in which to test the machine, 
because there you definitely have an indefinite period of trial 
and the law, I believe, is, if the period is indefinite, then no-
tice must be given within a reasonable period of time. 
Mr. Hall: You say notice was not given. If such notice was 
uot given, then you must find for the plaintiff. 
Mr. Hayes: That is true. If no notice at all was given, 
obviously, we don't have to worry about whether it was given 
within a reasonable time or not. If the jury believes notice 
was given, then the question is, was it given within a reason-
able time! 
Mr. Hall: "\Ve have a letter there in whicl1 the verv dav 
he got his bill he wanted him to come and take it out and put 
his fan back. 
Mr. Hayes: Of course, the jury will have that letter. 
Mr. Pickett : It seems to me the plaintiff in this case bas 
waived any notice in this case by his conduct in not submit-
ting a bill until August first of last year. 
Mr. Hall: He never had submitted a bill until that time. 
Mr. Hayes: Well, that is true. In law, he doesn't have to 
submit a bill. Many times, unfortunately, businessmen let 
hills go. They don't bill them every three months or so. That1 
of course., is a question. 
Mr. Hall: He never brought bis suit until 1950, January. 
The Court: I would say, the instruction is 
page 90 ~ proper with this amendment: The Court instructs 
the jury, in cases of the nature under considera-
tion, a notice of non-acceptance must be given to the seller 
or his duly authorized agent within a reaAonable time after 
the installation, taking into consideration all of the attending 
circumstances. 
Mr. Pickett: I don't think it is from tlle installation. It is 
from the test period. 
The Court: The test period was ten days. That went out. 
Then it was indefinite, from them on. 
Mr. Pickett: Yes, sir. 
The Court: The reason for that, i~ that it is not com-
pletely indefinite, but at least no specified limitation was put 
on it other than that you might continue the trial period until 
another warm season. · 
l\fr. Hall: Then, if you will, amend it by saying, within a 
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1·easonable time after installation, considering all the circum-
stances and factors involved .. 
Mr. Pickett: It gets too general to be of help to the jury. 
Mr. McCormick: Duty to notify within a reasonable time. 
Take that one. Of course, this one is simply notice must be 
given to the seller .. 
- The Court: I think it oug·ht to be in one instruction. rather 
than two, the notice within reasonable time. The 
page 91 } Court instructs the jury, if you believe--
Mr. Hall: That inference is wrong, to start 
with, because it is always in the discretion of the jury as· to 
whether they will allow evidence. You have got this factor 
involved. He said he wasn't going to charge him interest 
within ninety days. 
Mr. McCormick: This interest is dated from the time 
billed. 
Mr. Hall: I understand; but the interest is always a mat-
ter for the discretion of the jury. 
Mr. McCormick: The statement mailed to him says net 
cash 30 days, terms net cash 6 per cent interest after date. 
He was billed ,July 30th. The notice of motion asked for in-
terest 30 days from that period, of notice of motion. So we 
are asking for interest, according to the statement, 30 days 
after billing. 
The Court: Actually, it seems to me, he would be entitled 
to interest, if at all, from the expiration of what would be a 
reasonable period. If the jury came to the conclusion that he 
did not notify the seller of his election to reject the purchase, 
that interest would be due from the expiration of that rea-
sonable period. They may think that there were circum-
stances, that lie had until October to reject it, and still didn't 
reject it. If so, I don't think it will accrue on it until that 
time had elapsed. 
The Court: I am inclined to give that. 
pag·e 92 } Mr. Pickett: I would like to make this sugges-
tion to the Court, if Your Honor please: It seems 
to me that, under the facts of this case, the burden was on the 
plaintiff to put the defendant to his election as to whether or 
not he would accept or reject this equipment, and it was not 
t.he burden on the defendant to notify the plaintiff, because 
the plaintiff, himself., had extended the trial period to an in-
definite date. The defendant said that it was bis understand-
ing- that the plaintiff was going to come to him and ask him 
either for the money or for the return of the machinery, and 
the plaintiff waited until August first to put the defendant to 
the election and the defendant promptly answered. He kind 
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of lulled him into a sense of security by not making any de--
mand on him. 
The Court: I have held with you on the law in the first 
place. I can't carry it any further than that, I don't believe .. 
I think the burden is definitely on the defendant to give no-
tice of rejection without anything further from the seller. 
Mr. Pickett: If Your Honor please, this is a binding in-
struction, and it is based upon a partial view of the evidence-. 
It ignores completely what the defendant contends was a 
not.ice to the plaintiff through his employee .. 
The Court: It lea~es it up to the jury to determine whether 
that was a reasonable notice. Let me ref rame this, a minute· .. 
The Court will instruct the Jury-(Rcacling the instruc-
tion). 
page 93 ~ Instruction No. 2 tendered by the plaintiff is 
granted by the Court. 
Mr~ I?ickett: E·xception noted. I certainly object to that. 
There is no authority for their failure to enter into con-
tractual relations. 
The Court: Now we come to Plaintiff's Instruction No. 3. 
Mr. -Pickett: I think the knowledge of the servant ought 
to li>e held to be the knowledge of the master. It is a species 
of agency. The master is certainly liable for the negligence 
of his servant and, if the servant was notified, it seems to 
me that there was notice to the master. He sends him there 
to do this work and he is told not to do it, to tell his master 
that he wants the machinery taken out. It is not a question 
of contract or the power to act. Our law recognizes that, by 
allowing service to be had on the defendant "s family at his: 
home, over the age of l 4 or 16, and explaining the purport,. 
and there is no agency there. Here is a plaintiff who, it 
seems to me, takes pretty good care not to see the defendant 
in this case. He sends somebody else there. He sends Mr. 
Peck the.re; never goes bims:elf; doesn't send a bill. It is a 
peculiar set of circumstances. 
Mr. Hayes: If Your- Honor please, I believe wl1at Mr. 
Pickett is arguing is, if in fact the jury believes that, num-
ber one., Mr. Fadley had been told and, number two, be ac-
tually did communicate the message directly to 
pag·e 94 ~ Mr. Stowe, then he would I1ave been on notice. On 
the other hand, from the evidence as given here,. 
suppose the jury should believe that notice was given to Mr. 
Fadley, but they believe-which is in their power to do-tlurt 
:Mr. Fadley did not confer tJ1e notice to :Mr. Stowe-then. of 
course, nnder Pickett's tl1eory, the meTe fact that Mr. Fadley 
'had gotten the notice would be imputed ~o Mr~ Sfowe·,, a11d 
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I don't believe that to be the law, sir. An employee or servant 
cannot impute knowledge to an employer. An agent, to be 
sure, can do that, but not a mere servant. 
Mr. Pickett: A servant can certainly make his master liable 
for negligence. 
Mr. Hayes: We are now in the field of contractual obliga-
tions. 
Mr. Pickett: It isn't a question of contract here. It is the 
giving of a notice. 
The Court : Notice of this character would mean notice to 
nn agent as distinguished from a servant. Of course, a lot of 
agents are also servants, but there are a lot of servants that 
are not agents within the true meaning of the principle of an 
agent. 
Mr. Pickett: He was certainly clothed, ostensibly, with au-
thority when he went there to service the equipment, to do it 
or not to do it. 
Mr. Hayes: He was merely clothed with authority to go in 
and make adjustments. 
page 95 ~ :M:r. Pfokett: He was there acting for his prin-
cipal. 
Mr. Hayes: In a purely mechanical capacity. 
:Mr. Pickett: Certainly, Dimos had a right to assume he 
was there acting for Mr. Stowe and that any message that he 
gave him would be communicated. Mr. Stowe in his own tes-
timony said that Fadley didn't do the wor~ came back and 
told him he was told hy a girl in the kitchen that Mr. Dimos 
was taking care of it it in another way. He would be the most 
natural one in the world to tell that to him. 
Mr. Hayes: Your Honor, I believe notice must be given to 
the principal or the aut:uorized agent. 
The Court: I think it would be natural for him to give 
the notice to Mr. Fadley, but when nothing happened and 
that notice apparently hadn't reached its base, I think he was 
under obligation to pursue it further to be sure that it reached 
the proper person for whom it was intended. 
Mr. Pickett: That is assuming a knowledge of the law, 
which, of course, be didn't possess. He just said he thought 
the next move was on the part of Mr. Stowe. 
The Court: I understand Mr. Dimos' position is simply 
this: It impressed me that he wasn't particularly apprel1en-
sive of the position that he was in,· or ::tppreciative of the 
position he was in, beeause he indicated that he felt, when-
ever they wanted to take it out, that they would either come 
tl1ere to get the money or take it out-that I1e didn't have 
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to do anythng until they came for it. That isn't 
page 96 ~ the law, as I understand it. In the light of that, 
I can see your reasoning in the demand of Mr. 
Dimos, but I think this instruction is a proper instruction. 
rrhe Court will grant that. That will be Plaintiff's Instruc-
tion No. 3. 
Mr. Pickett: Note an exception to the granting of this in-
struction. 
rrhe Court : Any others 1 
Mr. McCormick: No, sir. 
~Jr. Hayes: Your Honor, did I understand you to say that 
an instruction would be given to the effect that it would be 
11p to the jury to determine whether or not the unit had been 
purchased or whether it was a sale on approval? Would that 
type of instruction be given-in other words, if they did hap-
pen to feel that it had been purchased, to leave any room for 
arg-ument as to whether some sort of dissatisfaction would 
.have to be shown or noU I wasn't quite clear on whether you 
were going to g·ive an instruction to that effect. 
The Court: I indicated that I would, if you desired to tell 
the jury that the matter of efficiency of the installation was 
not a matter for their consideration-it is purely a question 
of whether or not it ·was sale on approval. 
Mr. Hayes: v\7hat I am trying to get at., Your Honor, is, 
just hypothetically, suppose in their minds they thoug·ht it 
was not a sale on approval? 
page 97 ~ The Court : I don't Ree how they can reach any 
other possible conclusion on the evidence that has 
been introduced on both side8. 
Mr. Hayes: I just wanted to be clear on that point. 
Mr. Hall: I don't suppose you have any objection to this 
one. 
The Court: I will mark this "1-A." That reallv should 
precede the instruction on what constitutes preponderance of 
the evidence. That is granted. 
:Mr. Hall: Now, have you got one on credibility of wit-
nesses there? You have got no objection to this one--that 
is a standard instruction. 
The Court : I think this pretty well covers it, don't you 
think¥ I will read it again. :'In considering· on wbicl1 side 
the preponderance of the evidence is~ the jury should take 
into consideration the opportunities of the several witnesses 
for knowing the things to which they testified and the interest 
they have in the result of the trial, the probability or im-
-probability of the truth of the facts in view of all the evidence 
of the facts and circumstances, and, from all the circum-
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stances, determine the weight .and preponderance of the -evi-
dence. The jury are the sole judges of the weight of the 
evidence and credibility of the witnesses. 
Mr. Hall: Do you want to withdraw that one? 
Mr. Pickett.: Yes. 
page 98 ~ The Court : The Court instructs the -jury that 
if they believe from the evidence in this case that 
Stowe, the plaintiff, delivered to Dimos, the defendant, the 
air-cooling equipment and that it was delivered· on a· trial 
hasis, and if the jury further believes from_ the evidence that 
it was never accepted by the said Dimos, then _there was no 
sale by the said Stowe and no purchase by the said Dimos 
and the plaintiff cannot recover in this case.· 
Do you gentlemen have anything to say about this t 
Mr. Hayes: The only thing· I have to say, Your Honor, is 
that it is a right strong instruction. It leaves it up to the 
jury, if they believe he did not accept it. Now, if it were to 
sny in there that he did not actually accept it or imply that 
he accepts it-here., the jury will just he led to be1ieve that 
he told Mr. Stowe that .he didn't accept it-that will be all 
there is to it. There will be no other way he could accept it. 
The Court: I don't imagine these gentlemen are going to 
exactly like it, but I thought, myself, possibly these words 
mig·ht be inserted, and if the jury further believe from the 
evidence that it was never expressly or impliedly accepted by 
the said Dimos-
M r. Hayes: That is what I had in mind. 
The Court: -then there was no sale bv the said Stowe and 
no purchase by Dimos. · 
page 99 ~ Mr. Hall: Of course, that is another instruction. 
The Court: That is true, but they could easily 
hold this up and say, "Now, here is what the Court says." 
1J~bey wouldn't even read it in there, if we don't put it in. I 
nm afraid they wouldn't. 
Mr. Hall: I am afraid, on the same theory, they might 
pick up the other one and hold that one up. 
The Court: I think it can be more easily read together 
by this insertion, and if the jury further believe from the 
~vidence that it was expressly or impliedly accepted. 
i\fr. Hall: Do you want it rewritten, Judge? 
The Court: Not unless you do. Do you want it rewritten t 
l\f r. Pickett : I believe I would. 
The Court: Are you excepting to the revision amendment 
to the instruction just tendered, that you are now having re-
tvped? 
· Mr. Hall: Exception for reasons previously stated. 
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(Whereupon, at 3 :15 p. m., the jurors returned to the court-
room and resumed their places in the jury box, and the Court 
read the Instructions to the jury.) 
(Whereupon the jurors left for their deliberations on the 
verdict.) 
page 100 ~ Tbe foregoing Transcript of the testimony 
and other incidents of the trial is true, accurate 
and complete. 
HUGH D. McCORMICK 
ROBERT E. HAYES 
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